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Like a natural beauty who 
can roll out of bed in the 
morning and look stun-
ning without any makeup, 
Bled is one of the more 
photogenic places in the 
world regardless of the 
season, weather or time 
of day. However, for our 
money it’s hard to beat 
the image of Slovenia’s 
fairy tale island church 

covered in a fresh blanket of snow.

Cover story

bled.inyourpocket.com

As a permanent fixture on pretty much every Top 
Ten list that has anything to do with lakes, churches, 
castles or mountain villages, it’s no surprise that 
Bled is Slovenia’s most popular tourist attraction 
for locals as well as foreign visitors. While the 
island-bound church and cliff-top castle (p 25) are 
undoubtedly the two biggest contributors to the 
town’s fame, they are far from all that it has to 
offer. With some 1,000 years of history under its 
belt (p 8), Bled is a bustling alpine town with a wide 
selection of hotels (p 14), restaurants (p 18), enough 
nightlife to keep you occupied (p 23) and even one 
of Europe’s most prestigious business schools 
(p 26). Situated at the edge of Slovenia’s famed 
Triglav National Park, Bled also makes a great base 
for trips to nearby ski resorts during the winter (p 
42) and hiking, horseback-riding and various water 
sports (p 12) during the warmer months of the year. 
In this issue we’ve also included Bled’s pristine 
big sister Bohinj (p 27), which is home to an even 
more stunning (albeit island-less) lake and one of 
Slovenia’s most undeservedly overlooked places, 
and Bovec (p 37), a centre for year-round outdoor 
sports located further to the west.

It has been another great year for In Your Pocket. 
We now publish a record 57 guides and mini-guides 
across 22 European countries. We print more than 
four million In Your Pockets annually. This year we 
launched new guides in Maribor, Bled, Portoroz, 
Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Brasov, Lviv and Odesa. 
Next year you can expect to see Venice, Vienna and 
Glasgow - amongst others - Pocketed. 
 We welcome enquiries from anyone who would 
like to take part in our Pocket Revolution, starting 
up an IYP. Send us an email to publisher@inyour-
pocket.com. We also want to find out how we can 
make our guides better, so please take five minutes 
to complete our online survey at inyourpocket.
com/survey.

Europe In Your Pocket

From Lesce-Bled                             To Lesce-Bled
First Last City First Last *
00:33 21:37 JESENICE 04:40 20:20 13-21
04:48 23:50 LJUBLJANA 04:55 20:35 12-21
05:21 20:35 MARIBOR 04:40 21:00 4-12
05:48 21:37 NOVA GORICA 03:17 15:24 4-7

* number of departures per day     
All trains to Nova Gorica change at Jesenice
Trains to Maribor change at Ljubljana or Zidani Most  
Schedule valid until 11 December 2010

Train schedule

From Bled to Ljubljana
05:00, 05:45, 06:25, 07:30, 08:30, 09:30, 10:30, 
11:30, 12:30, 13:30, 14:05, 14:30, 15:30, 16:30, 
17:30, 19:30, 20:30
From Ljubljana to Bled
06:00, 07:00, 08:00, 08:30, 09:00, 09:30, 10:00, 
11:00, 12:00, 13:00, 14:00, 15:00, 16:00, 16:30, 
17:00, 18:00, 19:00, 20:00, 21:00, 21:30
From Bled to Bohinjska Bistrica
05:29, 07:20, 08:20, 09:20, 10:20, 11:20, 12:20, 
13:20, 14:20, 14:41, 15:15, 15:20, 16:20, 17:20, 
18:20, 19:20, 20:20, 22:20
From Bohinjska Bistrica to Bled
05:12, 05:18, 05:42, 05:52, 06:40, 06:56, 07:56, 
08:56, 09:56, 10:56, 11:56, 12:56, 13:56, 14:56, 15:56, 
16:56, 18:56, 19:56
From Bled-Lesce to Kranjska Gora
06:36, 07:21, 07:38, 08:08, 08:36, 09:38, 10:38, 
11:36, 12:36, 13:38, 14:38, 14:53, 15:38, 16:36, 
17:36, 18:38, 20:38
From Kranjska Gora to Bled-Lesce
06:20, 06:40, 07:20, 08:20, 09:20, 10:20, 11:20, 
12:20, 13:20, 14:15, 14:20, 15:20, 16:20, 17:20, 
19:20, 20:20

Italicised times run on weekdays only
Schedule valid until July 2010

Bus schedule
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As little as an hour away from the capital tucked up close 
to the Austrian border, getting to Bled by train, bus or car 
is a relatively painless experience.

Arriving by Plane
Jože Pučnik Airport is located approximately half way 
between Ljubljana and Bled, and you can expect to pay 
around €45 for a taxi into town.  Buses are considerably 
cheaper (€5.40, up to 19 connections on weekdays, but 
virtually none on weekends) although you have to transfer 
in Kranj. There are also up to six direct shuttles per day 
(€13). You can see the full schedules on the airport’s 
website.

Arriving by bus
Buses leave every hour on the hour from the main bus 
station in Ljubljana and take about 80 minutes to make 
the journey. Close to the town centre at the northeastern 
tip of the lake, Bled’s dinky little bus station (avtobusno 
postajališče) doesn’t offer much in the way of excitement 
beyond a kiosk outside selling chocolate, soft drinks and 
cigarettes. Inside there’s a ticket office and free toilets. To 
get the city centre, walk south along Svobode until you hit 
the water.

Arriving by train
Bled has two train stations, but unfortunately neither is 
located in the centre of town. Over 20 trains a day from 
Ljubljana call at Lesce-Bled station which is on the main 
line but is several kilometres away, meaning you will 
either have a lengthy hike or short bus ride into town. The 
other station is Bled-Jezero a couple kilometres to the 
east, which sees up to five trains a day from the capital, 
however you have to transfer at Jesenice which can lead to 
a total journey time of almost 3 hours. Check out Slovenia 
Railways’ incredibly user-friendly website for a complete 
schedule and prices.

Arriving by car
Take the A2 highway northwest out of the city and follow 
the signs for Kranj. Bled is well signposted once you’re out 
in the countryside. Journey time is around 40 minuntes 
and it may get very crowded on Sundays in season at the 
end of highway.

Dear old and new friends of Bled,

So many of you, whose 
hearts have already 
been won, return to 
Bled again and again 
-  an d fo r  th a t  we 
can never thank you 
enough. For those of 
you, coming to Bled 
for the f i rst t ime, I 
sincerely hope that 
you too will be forever 
charmed by our roman-
tic lake with the island 
chapel of St Mary’s 
and medieval castle 
atop a 130 metre high 
rock, both so magi-
cally reflected in the 
emerald water. While 
these main sights, as 
stunning they are, help make Bled the most recognized 
image of Slovenia, they are only a small part of what we 
have to offer. So please allow me to recommend you Bled 
In Your Pocket to help make your stay here even more 
interesting and enjoyable.
Representing the people of Bled, I am very happy to be 
able to appear in this excellent little guide, to wish you all, 
our old and new friends, a most warm welcome!

Janez Fajfar
Mayor of  Bled

Word from the Mayor
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Population
Slovenia 2,019,406 (2007)
Bled 10,899 (2002)

Area
20,273 square kilometres

Ethnic composition
Slovenian 83%
Former Yugoslav minorities 5.3%
Hungarian, Albanian, Roma, Italian and others 
2.8%

Official languages
Slovenian
Italian
Hungarian

Local time
Central European (GMT + 1hr)

Longest river
Sava (221km in Slovenia)

Highest mountain
Triglav 2,864m.

Borders
Austria 318km
Italy 280km
Hungary 102km
Croatia 670km

Basic data

1, 2 January New Year 
8 February Slovenian Day of Culture
March- April Easter
7th Sunday after Easter Pentecost 
27 April Uprising Day
1, 2 May Labour Day 
25 June National Day 
15 August Assumption
31 October Reformation Day 
1 November All Souls’ Day 
25 December Christmas 
26 December Independence Day

National Holidays

Vinjeta www.dars.si. Slove-
nia requires all motor vehicles 
travelling on Slovenian highways 
to have a vinjeta (veen-yeh-tah) 
sticker. This system exists in 
lieu of tolls, and the vinjeta can 
be easily obtained at nearly all 
gas stations and kiosks.

Yearly/monthly/weekly stickers are €95/30/15 for cars 
and yearly/half-yearly/weekly ones are €47.50/25/7.50 
for motorcycles. Also be aware that border police will 
likely not remind you to purchase a vinjeta when enter-
ing the country, but are highly likely to issue you a steep 
fine when leaving if you’ve failed to do so. For more info 
check www.dars.si.

Vinjeta - A Ticket to Drive

Drinking
Alcohol is only sold to people over 18, and after 21:00 it 
cannot be bought in stores.

Electricity
Like most European countries, Slovenia’s voltage is 220 volts 
AC, 50 Hz, and the country uses European two-pin plugs.

Money
Slovenia adopted the euro in January 2007. Euro coins come 
in denominations of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 cents, 1 and 2 
euros, while banknotes come in 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 
and 500 euros. The Slovenian side of the euro coins are 
decorated with among other things storks, Mount Triglav, 
Lippizaner horses, a man sowing stars and a Jože Plečnik 
design.

Politics
The Republic of Slovenia is a parliamentary democracy. 
The president, Dr DaniloTürk, was elected in 2007. Borut 
Pahor has been the prime minister since 2008. The next 
parliamentary elections will be in September 2012. The 
government consists of the PM and 15 ministers, of which 
two are without portfolio.

Religion
Although Slovenians are traditionally Roman Catholic, the 
most recent Eurobarometer Poll in 2005 found that only 37% 
of the population believe in a god, with 16% atheists and the 
rest of them believing in ‘something’.

Smoking
Cigarettes can’t be sold to people under 18. Slovenia recently 
banned smoking from public indoor spaces except in special 
smoking areas in offices, hotels and bars. 

Tipping
It’s not traditional to tip in Slovenia, though a reward of about 10% 
for good service in a restaurant or bar is always appreciated.

Visas
Many foreigners simply need a passport or ID card to enter 
Slovenia. Those requiring a visa will be able to travel freely 
between the Schengen-agreement countries for a limited 
amount of time, usually 90 days. Always check these details 
with a Slovenian embassy or consulate. Further information 
can be found at www.mzz.gov.si.

Compared to the rest of Western and Central Europe, 
prices in Slovenia are still fairly competitive despite 
noticeable increases since the introduction of the Euro 
in 2007. Here are some typical everyday products and 
prices: 

Product        Price
McDonald’s Big Mac €2.40
Slice of pizza  €1.80
Slice of burek  €2.00
Cup of coffee  €1.10
Bottle of name brand vodka  €12.50
Decent bottle of local wine  €3.50
Bottle of local beer in a shop  €0.90
Pint of beer in a pub  €2.40
Pack of cigarettes  €2.50
Single bus ride  €1.00
Movie ticket  €4.90
Postcard  €0.30
Litre of petrol  €1.10
Taxi ride across town  €5.00
Fine for parking illegally   €40

Market values

1 EUR € = 1.48 US$ = 0.90 UK£ = 1.51 CHF                  
      = 1.61 AU$ = 131 ¥ = 10.08 CNY

(December 11, 2009)

Exchange rates

Unique books from

Ireland
(and 21 other prizes)

inyourpocket.com/survey

Complete our latest readership 
survey at inyourpocket.com/survey 
and we’ll enter you in our prize draw: 
the winner gets something priceless 
and unique from every country 

currently In Your Pocket.
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The Triglav Monument

The fertile land and the protective shelter of the castle hill and 
the island, have always invited settlement around the Bled 
area. The first, and rare traces of humans in Bled, date back 
to the Stone Age. In the Iron Age, when the mining of iron had 
begun in the Alpine regions, settlement increased.
 
 Beneath the layer of an already discovered Slavic necropolis at 
Pristava pod Gradom, archeologists discovered 80 gravesites 
from the late Iron Age (800 to 600 BC) - Celtic and Roman finds 
however, are more modest. Bled was later well populated by 
the Slavs, who arrived in two waves. The Slavic settlements 
were most probably located at exactly the same spots where 
the lakeside villages of Mlino, Želeče, Zagorice, Grad and 
Rečica formed in the late Middle Ages. 
 
A number of gravesites are well known: Žale - the site of a 
modern day cemetery (archeologically excavated in 1894), the 
park at the current Vila Bled (1929), the necropolis in Želeče 
(1937), the large necropolis at Pristava pod Gradom (1948 to 
1951), the gravesites next to the current parking area below 
the entrance to the castle (1960, 1968) and the necropolis 
on Bled island (1962 to 1966). 

Slavic settlement
The first wave of settlement of the Bled area occurred in the 
7th century, the next reached the Bled basin during the 9th and 
10th centuries. Discoveries from the first settlements illustrate 
the culture of the Old Slavic state of King Samo (632 - 658) 
and the late antiquity traditions in these lands. The discover-
ies from the second wave of settlement, such as ornaments 
found in gravesites include enamelled and engraved earrings 
in the shape of half-moons, circlets, round brooches and iron 
knives. These artefacts indicate the historical development of 
Bled up to the 10th century and some of these can be seen on 
exhibition at the Castle museum.

The bishops of Brixen
After the fall of the Old Slavic state, Bled with its surrounding 
area fell under Frankisch (Charlemagne 782) and later under 
German rule. In 1004 the emperor Henrik II divided the lands 
between the two Sava Rivers, and in 1011 awarded Bled 

Castle, to Bishop Albuin of Brixen - a photocopy of the original 
title deed can be found in the collection at the castle. This 
action was a major turning point in the history of Bled. The 
keepers of the castle were bonded knights, who upheld feudal 
authority in the name of the bishops. 
 As a result, great changes occurred in the forming of estates 
and the settlement of the region. In the middle of the 14th 
century the Bishops of Brixen gave up direct administra-
tion of their properties in Bled and leased them to the chief 
administrators at the time, the von Kreigh family. Because 
of encroachment on their rights and brutal treatment and 
oppression, in 1515 the peasants joined the fight for the “old 
justice” in a pan-Slovene revolt. 
 
In 1558 a new holder, the Protestant protector Herbert VII of 
Auersperg, took over the castle. Until the middle of the 18th 
century the lessors were exclusively aristocratic; later these 
also included townsmen, but they rarely lived in the castle. In 
1803, after 800 years of Brixen rule, Bled passed into state 
ownership by a decree of the Court Commission in Vienna. 

From 1809 to 1813, it was included in Napoleon’s Empire as 
part of the Illyrian provinces, and then it came once again into 
the hands of the Austrian Emperor who returned Bled to the 
bishops of Brixen for the last time in 1838. With the abolish-
ment of the feudal system ten years later, the estate lost its 
character of a feudal economic and social unit. In the second 
half of the 19th century, Bled changed considerably. The 
characteristic villages of Gorenjska, which had been autono-
mous units ever since the Middle Ages, were united. Income 
decreased, and in 1858 Brixen sold the Bled estate to Viktor 
Ruard, the owner of the Jesenice Ironworks. He kept the castle, 
the lake and the usable land around it, and sold the rest to the 
Kranj Industrial Company. In 1882 Ruard sold the estate to a 
Viennese wholesale merchant named Adolf Muhr, and in 1919 
Bled hotelier Ivan Kenda bought the castle with the lake - for the 
first time the property passed into Slovenian hands. In 1937 it 
was taken over by the Associated Commercial Bank and finally 
bought by the Drava Province. During World War II, Bled was 
used to house the German military and civil headquarters, and 
in 1960 it acquired the status of a town.

Slovenians usually leave out the word for street in 
conversation, so while your destination may officially 
be called ‘Poljanska ulica’, you can survive by just saying 
Poljanska

Avtocesta (aw-toh-ses-tah)  Highway
Cesta (tses-tah)  Boulevard
Most (mohst)  Bridge
Nabrežje (nah-breh-dgee-eh)  Embankment
Trg (teh-rg)  Square
Ulica (oo-leet-sah)  Street

Street smarts

Slovene is a Southern Slavic language with a 25-letter 
alphabet. It is closely related to Serbian and Croatian, 
and also shares many words with other Slavic languages. 
Although some words and letter combinations may appear 
unpronounceable at first glance, Slovene is actually a fairly 
phonetic language with very few irregularities - although 
the letters L and V can do some strange things depending 
on their position in a word. Luckily, most Slovenes speak 
either English, Italian or German embarrassingly well, 
so chances are you won’t have to worry about any com-
munication problems. However, as with most countries, 
attempting to use a little bit of the local language can go 
a long way towards winning over your hosts. Even the odd 
‘hvala’ and ‘prosim’ won’t go unnoticed. 

Pronunciation
c - as in pizza
e - as in egg
g - as in go
j - like y in yogurt 
v - like u in tuna
č - like c in cello 
š - like sh in ship
ž - like s in pleasure

Basics
Do you speak English? - Govorite angleško (Goh-voh- REE-tay 
Ahn-GLESH-ko) ?
I don’t understand - Ne razumem (Nuh ra-ZOO-mehm)
Where is the toilet? WC? - Kje je stranišče (Key-yay strahn-
EESH-chay) ? WC (Vay-tsay)? 
Good Morning - Dobro Jutro (DOH-broh YOO- troh)
Good Day - Dober Dan (DOH-behr Dahn)
Good Night - Lahko noč (Lah-koh noh-ch)
Yes - Ja (Yah)
No - Ne (Nay)
Hello - Živjo (Jeeve-yoh)
Thank you - Hvala (HVAL-a)
Please - Prosim (PRO-seem)
Excuse me/Sorry – Oprostite (Oh-PROS-tee-tay)
Pardon me (asking for help) – Prosim (pro-SEEM) 
My name is....- Jaz sem (Yahz sem) ...
I am from... - Jaz sem iz (Yahz sem iz)...

Days
Monday - ponedeljek (POH-nuh-dehl-yek)
Tuesday - torek (TOR-ek)
Wednesday - sreda (Sray-dah)
Thursday - četrtek (chuh-TUR-tuck)
Friday - petek (peh-tuck)
Saturday - sobota (soh-BOH-tah)
Sunday - nedelja (nuh-DEHL-yah)

Questions
Who? - Kdo?(K-doh)
What? - Kaj?(Kai)
Where? - Kje ? (Key-yay)
When? - Kdaj (K-dai)
How much does it cost? - Koliko stane (KOH-lee-koh STAH-neh)?

Places
Croatia - Hrvaška (Hurr-VASH-ka)
England - Anglija (Ahn-glee-yah)
Germany - Nemčija (Nem-CHEE-yah)
Hungary - Madžarska (Mad-jar-skah)
Ireland - Irska (Ear-skah)
Netherlands - Nizozemska (NEE-zo-zem-skah)
Scotland - Škotska (Shkot-skah)
Venice - Benetke (Behn-et-keh)
Vienna - Dunaj (Doo-nigh)

Post
One foreign stamp, please - Eno znamko za tujino, prosim 
(Eh-no z-nahm-koh zah too-YEE-noh pro- SEEM)
For postcard - Za razglednico (Zah raz-GLEHD-neet-so)
For letter - Za pismo (Zah pees-moh)

Signs
Open - odprto (Ohd-PURT-oh)
Closed - zaprto (Zah- PURT-oh)
Entrance - vhod (oo-hod)
Exit - izhod (eez-hod)
Push – rini (ree-nee)
Pull – vleci (oo-LETS-ee)

Travelling
Bus - avtobus (OW-toh-booze)
Train - vlak (v-LOCK)
I am looking for.... - Iščem (EESH-chem) ...
One ticket, please - Eno vstopnico, prosim (Eh-noh oo-stop-
NEETZ-oh pro- SEEM)

Times
Now - zdaj (z-dai)
Later - kasneje (kaz-NAY-yeh)
Today - danes (dahn-es)
Tomorrow - jutri (yoo-tree)
Yesterday - včeraj (oo-cheh-ray)
In the morning - zjutraj (z-YOO-try)
In the afternoon - popoldne (poh-POLD-neh)
In the evening - zvečer (z-veh-chehr)
At night - ponoči (poh-NOH-chee)

Restaurant Talk
Menu, please - Meni, prosim (MEH-ni pro-SEEM)
Bill, please - Račun, prosim (Rah-CHOON pro- SEEM)
Do you have vegetarian food? - Imate vegetarijansko 
hrano (EE-mah-tay veh-geh-tay-ree-ahn-sko h -rah-
noh)?

Bar Talk 
One coffee, please - Eno kavo prosim (EH-noh KAH-voh 
pro-SEEM)
One beer, please - (Name of beer), prosim (pro-SEEM) 
Cheers! - Na zdravje (Nah zuh-DRAW-wee-ay)!
What’s going on? - Kaj dogaja? (kai DO-ga-ya)
Let’s party! - Žurajmo! (zhur-AI-mo) 
You have beautiful eyes - Imate lepe oči (EE-mah-tay leh-
peh oh-chee)
You’re hot - Si lepa (see LAY-pa)
Where are you from? - Iz kje si? (iz kye see)
Can I have your number?-  Lahko dobim tvojo telefonsko 
številko? (Law-koh doh-BEEM t-voy-yo teh-leh-FOHN-sko 
shteh-VEEL-koh)?
See-you, bye! - Ajde, čao (ai-dai, chow) 
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Brass Band Gorje Turizem Bled

SIMFONIČNI ORKESTER 
IN ANSAMBEL GREGORJI
FESTIVALNA DVORANA BLED / Festival hall Bled 
 1.januar 2010 ob 18.uri / January 1st, 2010 at 6 p.m.

19.novoletni     gala koncert

Organizator /Organizer:
Turizem Bled / Bled tourist board

Cena / Price: 30 EUR

Predprodaja vstopnic / Booking in advance: 
Turistično informacijski center Bled

tel.: 04 5741 122
www.eventim.si

Z AVSENIKOVIMI MELODIJAMI

19th New Year’s gala concert

Major Events & Festivals
LEGEND OF THE SUNKEN BELL
25  December

CIRCLE OF FRIENDSHIP AROUND LAKE BLED
30 December

NEW YEAR’S PARTY WITH FIREWORKS
31 DECEMBER

NEW YEAR’S GALA CONCERT
1 January

WORLD WINTER SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS BLED 
2010
22 - 24 January

WORLD WINTER MASTERS GAMES BLED 2010
25 - 31 January

49th SKI WORLD CUP VITRANC KRANJSKA GORA
30 - 31 January

20th POKLJUKA MARATHON
31 January

3rd INTERNATIONAL HOT AIR BALLOON FESTIVAL
6 - 7 February

CARNIVAL EVENTS
13 - 16 February 

IBU CUP BIATHLON FINAL
9 - 14 March

FIS WORLD CUP SKI JUMPING FINAL PLANICA 2010
18 - 21 March

Not content with a mere 12 days, Slovenia likes to 
celebrate the holiday season for a whole month. Merry 
December, however you take ‘merry’ (inebriated or not), 
is a national institution, and splendid Bled is no excep-
tion to the rule. Bled’s traditional winter events calender 
kicks off  with the St Nicholas/Christmas fair and market, 
perfect for seasonal gifts and handmade crafts.

The 25th of December sees a performance of ‘The 
Legend of the Sunken Bell’, a tragic tale of love lost, 
where a church bell (and several boatmen) sank to the 
bottom of the lake in a terrible storm. The result is the 
still present ‘lucky’ bell on St Martin’s church, granting 
wishes to believers who ring it three times. After the 
performance and traditional Christmas tree sinking, 
there’s a concert organised by St. Martins. New Years’ 
Eve is something special in Bled. A spectacular midnight 
fireworks display attracts party goers in their hundreds, 
equally for the promenade finale and the many bars in 
town. An open invitation stands for the New Year’s Gala 
Concert (1 Jan), at Bled’s Festival Hall.

Merry December

A proud national tradition, Pust (Slovenia’s Carnival) at 
face value looks much like halloween, except it’s steeped 
in history. Going back to ancient Slavic customs in Ptuj 
(one of the oldest Slovenian towns) and the surround-
ing villages, it continues to rejoice in the beginning of 
spring, the new farming season, and chase away the 
harsh winter. Bled will host several joyful Pust parties 
in February 2010.

Carnival Saturday
Party in Bled – Carnival parade from the Festival Hall 
to Bled Shopping Centre (from 15:00: 13 February 
2010).

Carnival Sunday
Pust Party for children in the Festival Hall (16:00: 14 
February 2010).

Carnival Tuesday
Pust Party for children at Bled Shopping Centre (10:00 
- 12:00: 16 February 2010).

On Saturday and Tuesday evening most hotels, 
bars and clubs have carnival parties, where guests, 
most of whom are in fancy dress, get into the spirit 
of ‘ turning the world upside down’, whatever that 
could mean.

Pust -  Carnival
ALPINE CUP IN BIATHLON
19 - 21 March

EASTER EVENTS
2 - 5 April

BLED MUNICIPALITY CELEBRATION
10 April 

ROWING REGATTA
24 - 25 April

2ND HIKE TO SAVICA WATERFALL
27 April

FOLK-STYLE MUSIC EVENING “ALPSKI VEČER”
15 May

4TH INTERNATIONAL ALPINE  FLOWER FESTIVAL
22 May - 5 June

BLED ROWING WORLD CUP
27 - 30 May

MEDIEVAL DAYS IN BLED CASTLE
5 - 6 June

55th INTERNATIONAL ROWING REGATTA
11 - 13 June
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www.2010mastersgames.com

SI SPORT d.o.o., Poslovna cona A 37, SI-4208 Šenœur, Slovenia
phone: +386 4 279 19 00, fax: +386 4 279 19 05, info@2010mastersgames.com
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Golf
Golf & Country Club Bled Kidričeva 10c, tel. (+386) 
4537 77 16, golfcourses@hotelibled.com, www.
golfbled.com. 27 holes in stunning countryside, 4km from 
Bled.
Mini golf D-2/3, Cesta Svobode 15, tel. (+386) 41 840 
079. QOpen 09:30 - 23:00.

Outdoor Activities
3glav adventures D-3, Ljubljanska 1, tel. (+386) 41 
683 184, info@3glav-adventures.com, www.3glav-
adventures.com.
Helia D-1, Trubarjeva 8, info@helia.si, www.helia.si.
Lifetrek Bled Agency D-3, Ljubljanska 1, tel. (+386) 
40 508 853, www.lifetrek-slovenia.com.

Rafting
Bled Rafting d.o.o. D-1, Hrastova 2, tel. (+386) 41 678 
008, info@bled-rafting.si, www.bled-rafting.si.
Fun Rafting Tavčarjeva 24, tel. (+386) 51 64 50 50, 
info@funrafting.com, www.funrafting.com. This company 
specializes in adrenaline packed activities, trips and tours 
into the surrounding countryside, adventures and most of all 
fun for everybody. In the summer, there’s a fabulous range of 
water activities such as rafting, kayaking and canoeing or if 
you choose to do some fun-packed packages on land why 
not try canyoning, climbing and paragliding. All staff taking you 
on your adventure holiday are fully-experienced, qualified and 
guaranteed to give you an experience of a lifetime. The fun 
doesn’t even stop in the winter time, where you can enjoy in 
active sports such as skiing, sledging and tobogganing. Pop 
into their booking office ‘Funturist’ in Bled, situated at Cesta 
Svobode 4, at the Bled Ceter Bus Station for more information 
on action-packed holidays.

Ski
Stari Vrh Zapreval 3, Poljane nad Škofjo Loko, tel. +386 
41 65 08 49, info@starivrh.si. Stari Vrh - Old Peak, at 1217m 
above sea level sits in the hills between Škofja Loka and Selška 
valley. This compact ski resort is accessible by road from 
nearby Škofja Loka (12km). Despite being 30km from Bled, the 
winding moutain road through Bohinj features beautiful pano-
ramic views and makes for an ideal day trip. Stari vrh attracts 
recreational skiers, especially beginners-intermediate/families, 
but also hosts some official FIS competitions. Most of the 12km 
of piste have the option of artificial snow. And for post-piste 
refreshment, visit the popular restaurant at the peak. Q €21: 
Adult, €12: Child, €17: Senior/youth.

Sledding
Summer Sledding (Infrastruktura Bled) D-3, Straža, 
tel. (+386) 4578 05 30/(+386) 031 330 647, info@
infrastruktura-bled.si, www.infrastruktura-bled.si. This 
used to be sport we enjoy during the winter time, but now 
Bled has come up with a brand new Summer Sledding experi-
ence.  The sledding centre itself is perked up on Bled’s higher 
slopes with the view of the Lake and Castle.  The sledding 
tracks are 520 metres in length, with an elevation difference 
of 131 metres, sledding up to speed of 40km/h: a complete 
rollercoaster ride!  You will have to get up to the centre by 
one of the cable-car railways. Q 1. May-19. June (Saturday, 
Sunday 11:00-18:00). 20. June-31. August (11:00-20:00). 
September (Saturday, Sunday 11:00-18:00) €4-13.

Sport Hall
Sport Hall Bled C-2, Rečiška 2, tel. (+386) 4578 05 
38, fax (+386) 4 578 05 11. Bled’s large sports hall has 
been host to a number of sports, culture presentations and 
concerts. Some of the most important events that occur are 
during the winter. Try to catch an ice-hockey match or watch the 
graceful figure ice-skaters. The sports hall had proudly hosted 
the European Youth Winter Olympic Festival, the World Junior 
Championships in ice hockey in 2003 and the Finale World 
Junior Cup in figure skating. Throughout the year, numerous 
concerts are hosted in the hall’s fabulous acoustics, so be 
sure to check out the programme while you’re in town. The 
sports hall is also available for graduate dances, congresses 
and business meetings.

Swimming
Castle Bathing (Infrastruktura Bled) A-3, Veslaška 
promenada 1, tel. (+386) 4578 05 28, www.infrastruktura-
bled.si. Just below Bled’s castle rock, a grassy beach awaits 
those that want to enjoy in swimming in the beautiful Bled lake. 
The swimming area is protected and kept clean for the safety of 
it guests and you can rent out a sun-bed, umbrella and a mat for 
a small fee or you can bring your own and hide under the shade of 
the trees along the beach. A water slide on the premises is per-
fect for those coming with a pair of kids. QOpen 09:00 - 19:00. 
Swimming season (15.6-31.8.2009) open from 09:00-19:00. 
From 15.7-15.8.2009 open 09:00-20:00. €3-6,50.

Wellness
Wellness Živa D-3, Cankarjeva 4, tel. (+386) 4579 17 
02, ziva@hotelibled.com, www.wellness-ziva.com. Živa 
means several things in Slovenian, one of them being ‘lively’ 
- and that’s just how you’ll feel after a full body and soul 
solution at this wellness centre. Using traditional massage 
techniques, it’ll leave you more refreshed than a dip in the 
lake. QOpen 07:00 - 21:00. PTAULG

The ‘olympic style’ Masters Games, proudly the biggest 
multi-sport event for recreational athletes over 25-30 
years of age, is coming to Slovenia! Beautiful Bled is host-
ing the Winter Games from 25 - 31 January 2010. 

These are the games for the people: recreational athletes 
in alpine skiing, cross-country skiing, biathlon, ski jump-
ing, ice hockey and indoor football.

Organised under patronage of the International Olympic 
Comittee, the competition is legitimately an important 
fixture in the sporting calender. Following the success of 
the summer games in Sydney this year, the Bled winter 
games will attract over 2000 people from 42 countries 
- including 500 alpine skiers, around 400 cross-country 
skiers, 200 ski jumpers, 100 competitors in biathlon and 
over 30 ice hockey teams!

For spectators it’s sure to be equally good; sportsmen, 
women and enthusiasts gathering from all over the world, 
in the spirit of the motto ‘sport for life’. Undoubtedly the 
parties will also be immense.

Visit www.2010mastersgames.com for more information.

World Winter Masters Games 2010

bled.inyourpocket.com
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P Air conditioning A Credit cards accepted

O Casino H Conference facilities

T Child friendly U Facilities for the disabled

F Fitness centre L Guarded parking

R Internet G Non-smoking rooms

K Restaurant J Old town location

D Sauna C Swimming pool

6 Animal friendly W Wi-Fi
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Bled provides plenty of choice for those wishing to make 
more than a day out of their visit to the town. As well as 
the hotel listings here, the tourist information advisors can 
provide the visitor with plenty of advice on the best accom-
modation options available. Be warned though that during 
the peak summer and winter seasons rooms fill up fast.

Cream of the Crop
Grand Hotel Toplice D-3, Cesta Svobode 12, tel. (+386) 
45 79 10 00, ghtoplice@hotelibled.com, www.hotel-
toplice.si. Complete with its legendary thermal swimming 
pool that provides more than enough of a reason to stay 
here anyway, Toplice’s rather stark exterior betrays wealth of 
comfort and style inside its walls. The rooms and suites are 
all well-designed, some of them exceedingly elegant, and all 
coming with en suite bathrooms, cable television, minibars and 
internet access. The lakeside location is arguably the best in 
Bled, with further attractions including three restaurants plus 
two bars, as well as excellent wellness and conference facilities. 
Q 87 rooms (singles €140-180, doubles €158-220, suites 
€252-600). PHARUFLGKDXC hhhhh

Upmarket
Best Western Hotel Kompas D-3, Cankarjeva 2, tel. 
(+386) 45 78 21 00, info.kompas@kompas-lovec.eu, 
www.kompashotel.com. A distinctive Alpine-feel hotel with 
a big sloping roof, as the hotel owners say themselves, the 
place is within easy walking distance of the town centre yet 
provides a peaceful and relaxing atmosphere at the same 
time. Over 100 well appointed rooms and suites with either a 
park or lake view come complete with all the trimmings includ-
ing cable television, minibar and internet connection. Other 
perks include a decent restaurant, relaxing bar, indoor swim-
ming pool, Jacuzzi and excellent conference facilities Q 95 
rooms (single €123-137, double €135-155, suite €200-240). 
PTHA6UFLGKDXCW hhhh

Golf D-3, Cankarjeva 4, tel. (+386) 45 79 17 00, 
hotelgolf@hotelibled.com, www.hotel-golf-bled.com. 
A smidgen up the hill from the lake in a secluded area of 
trees, the almost pagoda-looking Hotel Golf’s reputation as 
a haven of tranquillity is clearly warranted. The cool blue and 
cream rooms feature en suite facilities with either bath or 
shower, cable television and balconies, some with excellent 
views of the lake and mountains. Four kilometres from the 
superb 18-hole golf course which the company also owns 
and operates, other treats include good wellness facilities, 
conference rooms and a magnificent indoor swimming pool. 
Q 150 rooms (singles €125-165, doubles €152-190, suites 
€185-265). PTHARLGKDXCW hhhh

Park Hotel Bled D-2/3, Cesta Svobode 15, tel. (+386) 
45 79 18 00, hotelpark@hotelibled.com. A huge water-
side hotel from the golden age of Yugoslavia, with splendid 
balconies, nicely appointed rooms all coming with en suite 
facilities, an indoor heated pool and a definite emphasis on 
wellness and fitness in general. All rooms overlooking the 
lake come with air conditioning, plus there’s a nice choice of 
bars and restaurants. The hotel is famous for its kremšnita 
cream cakes, which it has now produced over 10 million of. 
Q 217 rooms (singles €125-145, doubles €150-170, suites 
€230-250). ARUFLGKDXCW hhhh

Ribno Izletniška 44, tel. (+386) 45 78 31 00, fax (+386) 
45 78 32 00, info@hotel-ribno.si, www.hotel-ribno.si. Ribno 
is a stylish, upmarket hotel in an unbeatable location directly by 
the Sava River with pristine rooms that cater to both families 
and business travelers with in-room internet connections. The 
surroundings are quiet and restful with tennis courts, a volleyball 
pitch and facilities for sport fishing. You can experience the 
modern comfort of a wellness centre, a cosmetic parlour, an 
elegant restaurant and the hotel’s very own nightclub, Marilyn 
Monroe. A shuttle service is available to and from the centre of 
Bled. Q 61 rooms (singles €82-92, doubles 114-128, suites 
€134-164). PTHAUGBKDW hhhh

Triglav Bled A-2, Kolodvorska 33, tel. (+386) 45 75 26 
10/(+386) 41 747 636, fax (+386) 45 75 26 11, info@
hoteltriglavbled.si, ht-bled.com. Situated on the less-de-
veloped western shore of the lake, this recently renovated 
Bled mainstay has thankfully managed to maintain the rustic 
charm and elegance you would expect from a hundred-year 
old hotel located in one of Slovenia’s most idyllic settings. As 
long as you’re not adverse to the colour yellow, it’s 22 cozy 
rooms and excellent service are a great value, especially 
during the low season. Just make sure to request a lake 
view. The hotel also arranges a variety of activities and 
excursions, from cooking workshops to horseback riding to 
day-long steam train journeys through the Alps. Q 22 rooms 
(singles €89-139, doubles €119-179,suites €139-209). 
PTJARUIFLEGDWA terrace overlooking the lake  C. Hutton
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Vila Bled B-4, Svobode 26, tel. (+386) 45 75 37 10, 
info@vila-bled.si, www.vila-bled.com. One of Tito’s former 
residences, the superb white marble Vila Bled has recently 
been completely renovated yet manages to retain its grand 
Yugoslavian 1950s atmosphere. On the edge of the lake 
amidst a wealth of beautiful trees a couple of kilometres 
from the town centre, the hotel comes with everything you’d 
expect from such a classy venture. The rooms and suites 
have all been thoughtfully decorated with lots of brown 
touches and interesting carpets. Other attractions number 
such delights as the sumptuous Belvedere Pavilion & Café, 
idyllic places to relax outside plus top quality wellness and 
business facilities. Q 30 rooms (doubles €210-230, suites 
€230-690). HAR6LGKDW hhhh

Vila Prešeren D-2, Veslaška promenada 14, tel. (+386) 
45 75 25 10, fax (+386) 45 75 25 19, vilaperseren@
sportinaresorts.si, www.vilapreseren.si. Not being quite 
in the city centre comes with its advantages. This villa offers 
peace and quiet, fresh air, lake views and green surroundings 
with exquisite, post-modern rooms decorated with black and 
pink fancy wall paper, huge sofas and pillows that make you 
feel as though you’ve entered a lounge bar or something of 
the sort.  The baths are an utter treat with a bubble mas-
sage mechanism that gives a good rubdown while you bathe 
in style. The terrace and on-site restaurant are absolutely 
stunning just steps away from the lake’s banks. A refreshing 
drink, morning cappuccino or an evening meal is an absolute 
pleasure amongst the beauty of the surroundings and the 
service is first-class. Q (singles €99-112, doubles €136-154, 
suites €160-214). PJLGBW

Mid-Range
Alp Penzion E-4, Cankarjeva 20a, tel. (+386) 45 74 
16 14, fax (+386) 45 74 45 90, bled@alp-penzion.com, 
www.alp-penzion.com. A pension in traditional alpine style 
with a Wellness Centre attached for which guests get a 
grand 50% discount, not to mention free use of bikes, tennis 
courts and a garden grill. The outside sauna and jacuzzi are 
perfect for relaxation with the backdrop of the Julian Alps and 
Karavanke Mountain in the distance. Getting to the centre of 
town is about a 10 minute walk. Q 12 rooms (singles €40-
55, doubles €60-95, suites €120-140). TARULG�
BKW hhhh

Garni Hotel Jadran D-3, Svobode 12, tel. (+386) 45 79 
13 65, fax (+386) 45 74 16 61, hoteljadran@hotelibled.
com, www.hotel-jadran-bled.com. The Garni Hotel Jadran, 
with its distinctive large balconies entwined with thick green 
ivy, richly old-fashioned rooms and architecturally pleasing 
structure is a gratifying choice of accommodation, not to men-
tion its location being close to explore the beautiful surround-
ings Bled has to offer. Breakfast is served in a deliberately 
retro-style parlour and you can opt for dinner at its partner 
restaurant, the Panorama. Q 45 rooms (singles € 81-91, 
doubles €96-116). TJHA6ULBK hhh

Jelovica D-2, Cesta Svobode 8, tel. (+386) 45 79 60 
00, jelovica@hotel-jelovica.si, www.hotel-jelovica.si. 
Next to the bus station and less than a five-minute walk from 
the town centre, this beautiful blast from the past, Yugo-style 
hotel with its brass ceiling lamps and other bygone beauties 
may not be the Ritz but at prices like these, especially for one 
of the unrenovated rooms, you’d be a lunatic to complain. All 
rooms are basic, coming with en suite facilities, cable televi-
sion and a few with balconies. Communal extras include a 
restaurant, bar and indoor swimming pool. Q 100 rooms 
(singles €47-65, doubles €60-121, apartments €96-166). 
AFLGKDXCW hhh

Krek Hraška 15, tel. (+386) 45 30 23 45, fax (+386) 
45 30 23 49, hotel@krek.si, www.hotel.krek.si. Situated 
3km from Bled, right off the motorway in the village of Lesce, 
Krek is a great option for business travellers with their own 
cars - who are in town for business but would rather avoid 
the tourists in Bled proper. It’s large rounded glass façade is 
hard to miss, and there is plenty of parking. The conserva-
tive rooms come armed with all the expected mod-cons, and 
Internet access is available in all the rooms. The views from 
the rooftop terrace are excellent. Q 34 rooms (singles €48-
60, doubles €69-85). PTHARULG hhh

Krim E-2, Ljubljanska 7, tel. (+386) 45 79 70 00, fax 
(+386) 45 79 71 00, www.hotel-krim.si. Looking like it just 
landed from a 1960s spaceship via a makeover in Las Vegas, 
Krim is your classic Yugoslavian budget three-star hotel await-
ing renovation, but as soon as you enter into its domains you 
will be happy enough to feel as though you are back in the 
21st century. A well-equipped and modern wellness centre 
offers pampering delights in both Turkish or Finnish styles and 
a fabulous Infrared sauna. The rooms are also spacious and 
bright, some decorated for couples coming for a romantic holi-
day. Q 115 rooms (singles €48-64, doubles €72-104, suites 
€110-129). PTJHAULGKDW hhh

Savica Cankarjeva 4, tel. (+386) 45 79 17 00, hotel-
savica@hotelibled.com, www.hotel-savica.com. The 
magnificently renovated Savica is one of Slovenia’s more 
family-friendly hotels. With a grand total of 90 bright, colour-
ful rooms and 14 apartments complete with self-contained 
kitchen units, facilities include cable television, en suite 
facilities with a choice of either bath or shower, minibars and 
balconies in every room. Attractions for families travelling with 
their children include interconnected rooms, two communal 
play areas and the occasional children’s entertainment. Q 
104 rooms (singles €88-100, doubles €100-122, suites 
€176-200). PTARFLKDC hhh

Trst D-3, Svobode 12, tel. (+386) 45 79 10 00, fax 
(+386) 45 74 18 41, hoteltrst@hotelibled.com, www.
hotel-trst.com. A friendly, small hotel along the main high 
street offers rooms with a view of the Bled’s castle and lake, 
but its doorstep is almost crammed up onto its busy, noisy 
street. Due to the hotel’s lack of services, it invites its guests 
for discounts and special offers at its sister hotels: Grand 
Hotel Toplice for its thermal pool and wellness programmes, 
and the nearby Golf Hotel which provides a beauty centre, a 
sauna and more besides. Q 32 rooms (singles €71, doubles 
€86). TJA6UGKDC hhh

Budget
Lectar Inn Linhartov Trg 2, tel. (+386) 45 37 48 00, 
fax (+386) 45 37 48 04, info@lectar.com, www.lectar.
com. In the heart of the historical centre of Radovljica, the 
Lectar Inn provides a sleeping experience set deep in the 
past. Run for centuries by a local Slovenian family, who 
strive to retain the pure essence of Slovenian traditions 
and culture. All rooms have cosy antique furnishings, and 
each bedroom has been signposted (the signs are made 
from gingerbread!) by those who once resided in them. The 
Lekarnar room is a perfect for couples. Q Penzion Lectar 
open every day from 09:00-22:00. Restaurant and Muzej 
Lectar open every day from 12:00-22:00, Tuesday closed. 
July and August open every day. 9 rooms (doubles €70 with 
Breakfast). TAUGKW hhhh

Mulej Farm Selo pri Bledu 42, tel. (+386) 45 74 46 17, 
info.mulej@gmail.com, www.mulej-bled.com. If a holiday 
on a farm or agritourism in general appeals to you then this 
is one place to look into. The family who run it are more than 
happy to let their guests get involved in the everyday running of 
the farmhouse. It’s a complete wonderland for children, who can 
feed the animals, milk the cows, horse-ride and play with the 
kids that live on the premises. You can eat fresh organic food 
that has been grown on the farm and guests are welcome to 
purchase fresh milk, cheeses, marmalade, jam and meats. A 
memorable experience for enjoying agricultural life first hand. 
The centre of Bled is a mile walk away. Q 10 rooms (€30 with 
breakfast, €40 with breakfast and dinner). TLK

Penzion Lukanc Selo 8, tel. (+386) 45 76 52 10/(+386) 
31 391 072, info@lukanc-bled.com, www.lukanc-bled.
com. Located in the small town of Selo about a mile out of Bled, 
this family-run pension is set amongst rolling green hills and the 
Radovna and Sava rivers: a nature-lovers paradise! Get your hik-
ing gear on and let the adventure begin with a neighbourhood of 
hiking trails, mountaineering, rafting, fishing, mushroom picking, 
cycling and swimming in the lake. Ask the friendly owner about 
visiting the wonderful ‘Babji zob cave’ and he will probably offer you 
a few of his selective Slovenian wines which he has stocked up 
behind the bar. Q 17 rooms (doubles €30). TRULK

Penzion Mayer D-3, Želeška 7, tel. (+386) 45 76 57 
40, fax (+386) 45 76 57 41, penzion@mayer-sp.si, www.
mayer-sp.si. An inviting country-cottage placed amongst a 
garden of colourful flowers and neatly trimmed hedges. A 
stone’s throw away from the centre, the pension offers the 
peace, privacy and quietness that guests deserve and some 
rooms offer views of the lake and castle. One lovely apart-
ment, which is separated from the cottage is available for rent 
in the farmhouse courtyard, is perfect for families. Q (doubles 
€55-80, suites €120-150). TABKW hhh

Traveller’s Haven D-2, Riklijeva 1, tel. (+386) 41 396 
545, travellers-haven@t-2.net, www.travellers-haven.si. 
This lovely 20th century house turned youth-hostel is perfect 
for the backpacker or budget traveller seeking a cheap bunk-
bed and a location that is close to the town, the lake and a 
supermarket. Guests can make use of the common room, 
kitchen, an internet-connected computer and a washing 
machine. Q 6 rooms (dorms €19, doubles €48).

Union E-2, Ljubljanska 9, tel. (+386) 45 78 01 50, info@
union-bled.com, www.union-bled.com. Family hospital-
ity is the key ethic of this excellent value accommodation 
option, at the top of the hill just a five-minute walk from 
the lake. Spacious rooms, family rooms, large apartments 
(some with balcony) and suites for up to six people - are 
all available. The family-run, typically Slovenian restaurant 
caters for guests and visitors alike. This popular complex 
is perfect for (yes you’ve guessed it) families. Q 3 rooms 
(singles €29-40, doubles €52-66). A6IFLGKW  
hhhh

Hostels
Youth Hostel Bledec C-2, Grajska 17, tel. (+386) 45 
74 52 50, fax (+386) 45 74 52 51, bledec@mlino.si, 
www.youth-hostel-bledec.si. This place has the benefit 
of a bar which you don’t get at most youth hostels. All the 
rooms here have an en suite bathroom and accommodate 
between 3-4 people per room. It’s situated in a quiet part of 
town, but within walking distance to the castle, the lake and 
all other necessities a backpacker may need. The hostel 
offers breakfast for guests, use of the internet, a laundry 
service, rent-a-bike and a variety of tours and activities can 
be booked at reception. Half- and full-board is also avail-
able. QOpen 09:00 - 22:00. 13 rooms (dorms €16-20). 
ARULGBK

Enjoying one of Bled’s many splendid views
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R E S T A U R A N T

While Bled is no Paris or Palermo, the dining options avail-
able are numerous and range from cosmopolitan to deeply 
traditional. You’ll find Chinese, Italian, Slovenian, and of 
course pizza. The following provides a pretty comprehen-
sive guide to Bled’s culinary scene.

Chinese
Peking E-3, Ulica Narodnih Herojev 3, tel. (+386) 45 74 
17 16. Tatty but fun, with all the classic Chinese restaurant 
trimmings such as red lanterns and pictures of pagodas, work 
up an appetite by strolling up the hill and dropping in here. 
The service is average, the staff are rather giggly, and the 
food, running the complete classic Chinese spectrum from 
prawn crackers and spring rolls to sweet and sour chicken to 
beef chop suey, is both excellent value and authentic. QOpen 
11:00 - 23:00. (€6-9). PTAUGBXS

Fast Food
Ham Ham Ljubljanska 4. Just a short stumble from Club 
Stop, and an even shorter one from Faraon night club, Ham 
Ham is conveniently located in the main shopping centre. 
Burgers, hotdogs and kebabs are all examples of their greasy 
cuisine, much needed when there’s an abundance of alcohol 
involved. Also good for cheap eats during the day if bakeries 
aren’t your thing. QOpen 11:00 - 03:00. (€1.50-5). JS

Pekarna Planika E-2, Prešernova 11, tel. (+386) 31 
351 465, pekarna.planika.bled@siol.net, www.pekarna-
planika.com. The bakery just next door to the Planinček 
Café prepares fresh rolls, cakes, croissants and bureks (a 
meat-filled pastry) all around the clock. It’s in no doubt a 
perfect start to the day for just under €4. Bring your steaming 
breakfast into the café to compliment your coffee. QOpen 
06:00 - 18:00, Sat, Sun 06:00 - 12:00.

International
Chilli D-2, Svobode 9, tel./fax (+386) 45 74 30 27. Just like 
the owner will tell you: ‘we just want to make our customers happy’. 
This restaurant looks like it originally wanted to sell Mexican 
food and then realized that it wouldn’t make everyone happy, so 
decided to offer more. Even though it’s the only restaurant that of-
fers Mexican food in Bled, you can still get Italian and international 
dishes. Having been a professional athlete, the owner travelled 
extensively and is now obsessed with having the same customer 
service he has seen around the world, and it shows. QOpen 
08:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 08:00 - 02:00. AUGB

Gostilna, Pizzeria & Brewery Gala In Hraška 13, 
Lesce, tel. (+386) 45 31 60 00, fax (+386) 45 31 60 
01, galain.nida@gmail.com, www.gala-in.si. Tucked away 
outside Lesce, this complex is a pub, restaurant, pizzeria and 
brewery all housed under one roof. The environment here 

provides a perfect sanctuary for beer lovers gulping down 
pints of the establishment’s treasure: the ‘Gala In’ beer. The 
culinary concept of refined pub food and pizzas also melts 
down perfectly with a pint. A popular establishment amongst 
locals, who have acquired a habit of returning night after night. 
QOpen 09:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 09:00 - 01:00. Closed Sun. 
(€6-18). TAUIGBK

Juliana D-3, Svobode 12, tel. (+386) 45 79 10 00, 
ghtoplice@hotelibled.com. Enjoy a top quality meal on a 
terrace with a stunning view at Juliana, where you can expect 
the servers to treat you like Prince Charles, who’s been 
sighted here on more than one occasion. It’s not cheap, so 
make your slow food last extra long. QOpen 18:00 - 23:00. 
PTALGBX

Labod D-2, Svobode 8a, tel. (+386) 45 79 84 53, info@
restavracijalabod.si, www.restavracijalabod.si. This very 
upmarket restaurant adjoined to the Hotel Jelovica provides 
an International a la carte menu along with a fair pick of 
vegetarian friendly meals. Not a bad choice for a meal with 
business associates or a romantic lunch or dinner along its 
admirable lake-side garden, pleasantly adorned amongst 
green chestnut trees and fountains. QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. 
Closed Sun. (€13-20). PTJAULEBKSW

Okarina D-3, Ljubljanska 8, tel. (+386) 45 74 14 58, 
leo@okarina.com, www.okarina.com. Sophisticated 
international dining in a beautiful setting with an Indian twist. 
Set alongside a traditional menu of meat, fish and vegetar-
ian dishes sits an ambitious (for Bled anyway) selection of 
Indian delicacies from pakora to samosa to chicken biryani. 
Also available are a few tandoori treats plus some fine des-
serts including apple strudel and a selection of cheeses. 
QOpen 18:00 - 24:00, Sat, Sun 12:00 - 24:00. (€12-30). 
TA6GBXSW

Oštarija Peglez’n D-3, Svobode 19a, tel. (+386) 45 74 
42 18. A simple rustic design punctuated with rag dolls, plates, 
old coffee pots and a broken hat stand in which to feast on a 
large and highly recommended selection of fish, meat and 
pasta dishes. The Trout a la Trieste seems to be popular 
here, as indeed does the octopus salad and ice-cream with 
hot fruit, the latter two not coming together on the same plate. 
Once again, everything is complimented with an admirable wine 
list including reds and whites from both Slovenia and abroad. 
QOpen 11:00 - 24:00. (€7-27). TA6IGBXS

Panorama D-3, Svobode 12, tel. (+386) 45 79 12 75, 
fax (+386) 45 74 18 41, ghtoplica@hotelibled.com, 
www.panorama-bled.com. Along the shores of Lake Bled, 
you can enjoy a selection of exquisite seafood, a mixture of 
Mediterranean and Slovene cuisine and a killer wine and des-
sert selection that is set among one of the most pristine views 
that a restaurant in Bled has to offer. Complete with wonderful 
service. QOpen 07:00 - 22:00. (high season and weekends); 
10.00 - 22.00 (low season) €8-18. JAEBK
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Restaurant Krek Hraška 15, Lesce, tel. (+386) 45 30 23 
45, www.krek.si. Sit on the roof terrace at the Krek and enjoy 
home-made ice cream as you sit back and think that life is quite 
wonderful. In these surroundings and with these views they could 
get away with serving anything here; instead they come up with 
a wide range of great local dishes, with pork and lamb to the fore. 
Choose from the long line of them placed on the buffet counter 
at this self-service restaurant. QOpen 06:00 - 23:00.

Restaurant Park D-2/3, Svobode 15, tel. (+386) 45 79 
18 18, www.hotel-park-bled.com. If you’re staying in the Park 
Hotel Bled itself, you will probably pop into this classy eatery. The 
a la carte menu is specially prepared for each season, and come 
tea time, you mustn’t miss their pride and joy: ‘kremsnita’ (Bled’s 
culinary speciality - the cream cake), they’ve been practicing the 
recipe for over nearly half a century! QOpen 12:00 - 23:00, Mon 
15:00 - 23:00. PJAULGBKSW

Rikli Restaurant & Pizzeria D-2/3, Svobode 15, tel. 
(+386) 45 79 18 18, recpark@hotelibled.com, www.
hotel-park-bled.com. The establishment almost guarantees 
a flow of customers in this two-in-one restaurant thanks to 
its prime location under the Park Hotel Bled and just a skip 
away from the magnificent lake. You can take your pick from 
the pizzeria that delivers an inventive assortment of pizzas 
or the Mediterranean restaurant, which serves freshly cooked 
fish and meat dishes. An ideal place for larger gatherings or 
working lunches. QOpen 12:00 - 22:00. Pizzeria open daily 
10:00-22:00 (€7-15). PJAULGBKW

Vila Bled Restaurant B-4, Svobode 26, tel. (+386) 45 
79 15 00, vilabled@hotelibled.com, www.vila-bled.com. 
The famous Vila Bled hotel restaurant, inside Tito’s beautiful 
former lakeside residence, offers both serene surroundings 
and top-notch cuisine. Known across the country for the 

Vila Prešeren D-2, Veslaška Promenada 14, tel. (+386) 
45 75 25 10, fax (+386) 45 75 25 19, vila.preseren@
siol.net, www.vilapreseren.si. Checking out the area’s 
popular tourist spots doesn’t get any easier than this. The 
large scenic terrace of the villa’s café and restaurant puts 
you inches from the lake, where you can you take in all of 
Bled’s major attractions in one easy view, while sipping 
your cappuccino in hand. They also feature a full bistro-style 
menu of continental and regional fare, and from dessert 
you’ll find a range of Bled’s famous creamy cakes. Q Open 
Mon-Thur 07:00-24:00, Fri-Sun 07:00-01:00. (€7.50-32). 
PTA6GBXSW

Pizza
Leščan Alpska 33, Lesce, tel. (+386) 45 31 70 00. 
Perfect for lovers of big portions, the Vienna schnitzel comes 
on an enormous wooden platter, definitely requiring a break 
halfway through. Despite being a self-styled Italian restau-
rant, the menu covers many European options. The décor 
is Mediterranean, with lots of tiles and terracotta, the pizza 
wood-fired and the staff friendly. The location is ideal if you’re 
travelling to/from Bled by train with Lesce Bled station being 
just a stones-throw away. QOpen 11:00 - 23:00. (€5-22).  
PAS

Pizzeria Gallus D-3, Ljubljanska 4, tel. (+386) 45 74 32 
99/(+386) 40 416 167, fax (+386), www.pizzeriagallus.
si. Sure, you can come because of the view, which is beautiful. 
You might also come to enjoy the pizza, which is delicious and 
comes from a wood-fired oven. But the reason why we enjoy 
coming here the most is the lively service. Not only will you enjoy 
their traditional Tuscan food, but you will also be entertained by 
the waiters who will serve you kindly and take great pride in the 
restaurant’s food. QOpen 11:00 - 23:00, Sat 11:00 - 24:00.  
PA

Slovenian
Gostilna Avsenik Begunje 21, Begunje, tel. (+386) 45 33 
34 02, www.avsenik.com. While Slovenian music might not 
be sweeping the global charts, you can find a few international 
celebrities by heading to this restaurant. The Avesnik Brothers 
are the world’s reining kings of “Oberkrainer” polka (with gold 
and platinum records abounding), and their centuries-old family 
restaurant, in their hometown of Begunje, draws crowds from 
around the world not only for its homemade regional food but 
also for its regular polka performances, dance floor and annual 
festival. Avsenik is a great way to encounter Slovenia’s particular 
form of Alpine culture, but if you’re looking for a quiet place to 
dine and chat, this isn’t it; the music is extremely loud and the 
sound of accordion pierces through everything. QOpen 11:00 
- 23:00. Closed Mon. (€6-15). TAULGBX

Gostilna Pri Planincu D-2, Grajska 8, tel. (+386) 45 
74 16 13. Housed inside a charming traditional house dat-
ing from 1903, one of Bled’s more well-known restaurants, 
Gostilna Pri Planincu’s Alpine ambience is no coincidence 
when you start unravelling the history of the area. With a 
small bar at the front and a dining area through a small 
passageway out the back, the traditional menu includes 
many local favourites including Karst ham and assorted 
home-made sausages. QOpen 09:00 - 23:00. (€7-20).  
TA6GBXS

excellent food and wine, it’s a smash hit for wedding parties 
and events. Normal guests can stroll around the grounds 
before sitting in the stately interior or on the terrace for 
their meal. QOpen 12:00 - 14:00; 18:00-22:00. (€19-30). 
TALEGBXW

Cream cakes, known in Bled 
for decades, are in fact the 
town’s symbol. Altrough you 
can buy them elsewhere, 
those from Bled are simply 
the best. Ištvan Lukačevič, 
the former manager of the 
Hotel Park patisserie, test-
ed recipes for many years 

before he finally succeeded. His cream cakes, which are 
prepared at this patisserie and sold in the café opposite 
the hotel, are famous.What is the secret?
In fact, there is no secret - only experience matters, and 
the cooks from Bled have plenty of that. Since 1953 they 
have been serving up ‘Kremšnitr’ here, October 2009 
seeing the 10 millionth slice, unveiled in a whirl of glory at 
the annual carnival in its honour.
Let us tempt you with the recipe: a golden crispy crust 
made from butter dough (mixed with butter, not margarine), 
a delicious vanilla cream of exactly the right consistency 
(with exactly the right amount of flour - if there is too much 
the cakes are no good, if too little, they collapse after 
cutting), topped with whipped cream and a crispy layer of 
butter dough and finally, last but not least, a good dusting 
of icing sugar. You see? Your mouth is watering already. 

Kremna rezina
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Izletniška Kmetija Globočnik Globoko 9, Radovljica, tel. 
+386 41 54 57 48, www.globocnik.si. About as traditional as 
you can get. This beautiful old cottage, built in 1628, has been re-
stored to its former glory by friendly, round-cheeked local artist and 
chef Cena Globočnik. Having been handed down through genera-
tions, it’s now a reataurant, featuring an authentic ‘black kitchen’ 
(used for smoking meat) and a huge clay furnace, for warming the 
charming dining room. Every inch of the interior and exterior is truly 
inspiring; you’ll find wooden wheel chandeliers, antique farming 
tools, and even an ancient pair of wooden skis hanging above the 
picturesque bar. Q11:00-24:00 Friday, Saturday and Sunday.On 
other days reservations should be made. Full course home-made 
meal from about €10 per person. 6ILNBK

Lectar Inn Restaurant Linhartov Trg 2, Radovljica, 
tel. (+386) 45 37 48 00, info@lectar.com, www.lectar.
com. The restaurant provides a special romantic ambience, 
serving a selection of delicious Slovene cuisine and wines: 
an impressive option for any occasion, event or business 
social. Folk music and dancing is arranged most evenings 
for some light entertainment for the restaurant’s guests. The 
restaurant is conveniently divided into several rooms, perfect 
for those coming in larger gatherings or families. A must see 
here is museum in the basement. QOpen 12:00 - 22:00. 
Closed Tue, Sun. PTJA6UGBK

Union E-2, Ljubljanska 9, tel. (+386) 45 78 01 50. An 
almost hacienda feel inside what’s essentially a traditional, 
family run Slovenian restaurant. The personal touch of the 
proprietors is served up along with a range of dishes cooked 
over an open fire. Summertime sees the opening of a large 
terrace in the shade of a few chestnut trees, plus there’s a bar 
too, and a small selection of suites and apartments upstairs 
if you’ve eaten and drunk too much to move. QOpen 17:30 
- 24:00. TA6ILEGBXSW

For whatever reason you’re visiting Bled, if you’re staying 
the night then you’ll almost certainly need something to 
do. Although it doesn’t exactly spoil you with options, there 
should be more than enough to keep you entertained 
for a night or two. The reviews listed here include most 
of what’s on tap, but it still may be worth making some 
enquiries at your hotel before heading out. Have fun!

Bars
Art Café D-2, Svobode 7a, tel. (+386) 45 74 34 11. A 
popular social hangout for the younger clientele, especially 
students from the nearby IEDC Bled School of Management 
who like to stop by and mingle amongst themselves. When 
there’s an important sports event on TV, the place fills up 
fast and so do the glasses! The wide, open terrace that 
overlooks the lake also brings a steady flow of tourists. The 
gold-framed art work and old spiral staircase adds a touch 
of charm to its homey interior. Definitely, a satisfying choice 
for day and night time entertainment. QOpen 07:00 - 02:00, 
Fri 07:00 - 03:00, Sat 08:00 - 03:00, Sun 08:00 - 02:00.
PJA6ILGBXW

Devil Bar Caffe D-2/3, Svobode 15, tel. (+386) 45 74 
21 10. Cheeky cavorting imps seducing naked women over 
the bar, organ pipes on the walls, Cuban cigars and toasted 
sandwiches all add up to one of Bled’s most popular spots, 
not least for the magnificent view over the lake, packs a 
mixed crowd in on two floors and a large terrace for daily 
lunch specials and heavy late-night drinking sessions. QOpen 
09:00 - 24:00. JAB

Fashion Caffe D-3, Ljubljanska 4. Although it’s techni-
cally a café by name, the main spirit of this quite tiny venue 
lies in it’s night-time atmosphere. Popular with a young local 
(albeit small) crowd, they sometimes host guest DJs for 
intimate techno/house parties. There are a couple of tables 
outside for smoking and of course a coffee in daylight hours. 
Check their Facebook page for event details. Located in the 
main shopping centre. QOpen 09:00 - 22:00, Fri, Sat 09:00 
- 03:00. JNB

Grajski Pub 1004 D-2, Grajska 22, tel. (+386) 41 36 
50 08. A fun little bar attached to the Grajski Hostel and 
out of the town centre close to the bus station, it’s probably 
not worth hiking all the way up here unless you’re actually 
staying in the place, but if you do then expect to find a small 
bar kitted out in oak and a separate room with table football 
and electronic darts machine. QOpen 08:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 
08:00 - 01:00, Sun 08:00 - 22:00. R6LGW

Kavarna Park Svobode 15, tel. (+386) 45 79 
18 18, recpark@hotelibled.com, www.hotel -
park-bled.com. Sitting opposite the Park hotel and 
restaurant, on the banks of the lake is the result of the 
legend that is Bled cream cake, or ‘Blejska Kremna 
Rezina’ in Slovene (see boxed text). The large open 
plan kitchen has to work damn hard to keep up with 
demand on busy Sunday afternoons and they do it 
with grace and ease. An absolute must! Q One slice: 
€2.70. PJAULB

Planinček Café E-2, Prešernova 11, tel. (+386) 
45 74 44 65, fax (+386) 31 76 36 83, www.pek-
arna-planika.com. People squeeze into this quaint 
little cafe because it’s a social meeting point for 
people heading off to work in the mornings; awaiting 
their turn for a caffeine fix and a take-away pastry 
from the bakery of the same name next door. QOpen 
06:00 - 24:00, Sat 07:00 - 22:30.

Tropical Kava Bar Ljubljanska 4. One of two 
compact (tiny) coffee bars tucked into a cozy corner 
in the outdoor shopping centre. Tropical Kava Bar’s 
theme is, uncannily, just that. Miniature palm’s spring 
up from every orifice, giving the impression of being 
far away from the alps. This is agreeable for a while, 
then it’s best just to face the truth and go back to 
reality, the paradise that is Lake Bled. A good place 
for a more serene coffee in the busy summer sea-
son. QOpen 09:00 - 22:00, Fri, Sat 09:00 - 02:00.  
JNB

Cafés

slovenia.inyourpocket.com
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Follow the yellow footprints and be greeted by an above-
average collection of information, maps, guidebooks, 
Bled T-shirts and helpful, friendly staff. An excellent 
place to drop by for topping up on the latest information, 
there’s also a computer providing free internet access 
and a superb view of the lake.

Bled Tourist Office Svobode 10, tel. (+386) 4574 
11 22, tdbled@telemach.net, www.bled.si. QOpen 
08:00 - 19:00, Sun 11:00 - 17:00.

Tourist information

Old Cup Bar D-2, Svobode 2, tel. (+386) 41 693 280. 
If you just want to grab a beer with friends and avoid the 
tourist scene, this is an ideal meeting spot. There’s always 
a vibrant atmosphere inside, where you’ll likely find groups 
of friends propping up the bar. They also serve a selection 
of pub food: sandwiches, pizza and kebabs.QOpen 07:00 
- 24:00, Fri, Sat 08:00 - 02:00, Sun 08:00 - 24:00. PT�
JAR6LGB

Piramida Bar Svobode 8a. An ideal place for students and 
the younger generation who prefer to gather around here for 
its adequately priced booze. On occasions, they host their fair 
share of live rock concerts and then the atmosphere really 
starts thriving. The high-rising terrace that overlooks the lake 
and town below is also popular for breakfasts. JEBW

Pub Bled D-3, Svobode 19a, tel. (+386) 45 74 26 22. 
One of Bled’s top party places, with a large selection of mixed 
drinks and cocktails and DJs most nights, it attracts a varied 
mix of tourists, students and local party animals. There’s also 
a big screen TV that more often than not is tuned to some live 
sporting event, and if you manage to stop by in the morning for 
a glass of your preferred hang over remedy you can enjoy nice 
views of the castle and free wireless internet. QOpen 09:00 
- 02:00, Fri, Sat 09:00 - 03:00. PR6EGBXW

Union Bar 99 E-2, Ljubljanska 11, tel. (+386) 45 78 01 
19, www.union-bled.com/slo-bar.htm. Part of a guesthouse 
and restaurant of the same name, the Union Bar 99 is a popular 
hangout on warm summer nights. Frequently enough, a grill is 
prepared up on the terrace amongst crowds of locals, hotel 
guests and tourists. All major sporting events are shown on 
the big screen and there’s free WiFi. The décor of the interior is 
charming and the service top-notch. QOpen 08:00 - 24:00, Fri, 
Sat 08:00 - 01:00, Sun 10:00 - 24:00. JRLGB

Casinos
Casino Tivoli Hraška 21, Lesce, tel. (+386) 45 32 55 
60, info@casino-tivoli.si, www.casino-tivoli.si. Out near 
the gas station and a small shopping center in nearby Lesce, 
Casino Tivoli sits as a glittering bastion of gambling for the 
truly devoted. There are no croupiers or card dealers here, 
no VIP for high rollers, just two levels of electronic roulette 
and electronic slot machines. The price of admission gets 
you two free glasses of beer or wine, and they keep a chilled 
self-serve buffet off to the side in case you find you’ve spent 
your grocery money. Q Open 24hrs. Admission €5 (includes 
gambling ticket and 2 drinks). PAULEGX

Clubs
Club Stop D-2/3, Svobode 15, tel. (+386) 45 74 32 86, 
pr@club-stop.si, www.club-stop.si. Vast, bright and noisy, 
this is not the place to take your parents unless you want to 
frighten them. Hedonism for the MTV-generation with DJs 
pumping out ear-bursting dancehall classics to a clientele of 
half-naked ladies and gentlemen who drive expensive black 
cars. VIP rooms available, face control in operation.

Wine
Vinarte Winebar D-3, Svobode 12, tel. (+386) 45 79 
13 32, www.vinarte-bled.com. All the classic wine-cellar 
elements are elegantly presented in this chic wine bar. It’s got 
the stone walls and ceilings, the heavy wooden tables and a 
snazzy selection of more than 300 local Slovene wines. It’s a 
classy start for some wine-tasting evenings with friends, family 
or business associates. Why not begin with a glass of Cviček, a 
local favourite, or some excellent aromatic reds: like the Merlot 
or Refošk. QOpen 09:00 - 12:00, 15:00-17:00, Sun 09:00 
- 12:00. Closed Mon. (€12,50-39). PJAUL

Much more than just the iconic castle and island, Bled and 
surrounding mountains offer a multitude to see and do. Visit 
the helpful tourist office for more detailed information on what 
is available during your stay.

Churches
Church of the Assumption B-3, Bled island. Sticking 
out of the island in the middle of the lake, the Church of the 
Assumption has been much battered by earthquakes and 
lightning over the centuries. Several churches have occupied 
this prime location since one was first built here in the 12th 
century. The current incarnation is from the 17th century. 
Inside, the impressive altar and the last surviving frescoes 
from an earlier Gothic church are worth a look.

St. Martin’s Church D-2. A white neo-Gothic beauty 
erected in 1905, St. Martin’s was designed by same architect 
who designed Vienna’s town hall, and it shows in the sheer 
verticality of the building. The church is surrounded by the 
walls which had to protect the earlier church from Ottoman 
incursions. The interior has frescoes from the late 1930s.

Essential Bled
Bled Castle C-2, tel. (+386) 4572 97 82, blejski.grad@
zkbled.si, www.blejski-grad.si. Perched quite dramatically 
high up on a cliff overlooking the lake and town, Bled Castle is 
the stuff of children’s dreams. Built and added to haphazardly 
over the ages since conception around 1000AD, the castle 
is a pretty mash of styles. You can visit period rooms, a 16th 
century chapel, the cellar, herbal gallery and restaurant. Q 
Admission €7/3.50.

Blejski Vintgar (Bled Gorge) . Formed during the ice 
age by the same glacier that carved out the entire Bohinj 
Valley, Bled Gorge is one of the areas hidden gems. Running 
for 1.6km along the river Radovna, the gorge has some 
splendid sights, including walls up to a 100m high and a 13m 
waterfall at its end.

Lake Bled Tel. (+386) 41 42 71 55. Bled’s most fa-
mous feature is the crystal-clear lake which has an island 
crowned by the 55-metre tower of the Baroque Church of 
the Assumption. The backdrop of mountains makes this 
view especially irresistable. Visitors can take a boat tour 
to the island (€12) on characteristic pletna boats, which 
include half an hour to wander around or visit the church. 
Boats leave from the Health Park, at Hotel Park and at 
the rowing centre.

Museum
Lectar Inn Museum Linhartov Trg 2, tel. (+386) 
4537 48 00, fax (+386) 4537 48 04, info@lectar.
com, www.lectar.com. Gostilna Lectar’s very own living 
museum, ‘Lectarstvo’, makes a traditional Slovene craft, 
gingerbread, from honey dough. The hospitable family, 
dressed in everyday medieval clothing, will give you a tour 
of the museum. Tools dating back over 100 years are still 
used to produce these uniquely decorated cakes and the 
oldest preserved wooden mould is from the 16th Century. 
Back in medieval times they were considered prestigeous 
gestures of romance, these days they make great gifts and 
can be personalised. QOpen 12:00 - 22:00. Closed Tue. 
July-August open every day.

Blejski Vingart is one of Bled’s hidden attractions
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Business schools
IEDC Bled School of Management Prešernova 
33, tel. (+386) 4579 25 00, info@iedc.si, www.
iedc.si. Founded in 1986, this management school 
was one of the first of its kind to open its doors in 
Central and Eastern Europe as well as further afield. 
Schools gallery is attraction itself. See the website for 
more information.

Car rental
Avis Rent a car Grajska 4, tel. (+386) 4576 87 00, 
fax (+386) 4576 87 01, www.avis.si. QOpen 08:00 
- 16:00, Fri 08:00 - 18:00, Sat, Sun 08:00 - 12:00.
Budget Bled Ljubljanska 4, tel. (+386) 4578 
03 20. QOpen 08:00 - 12:00, 17:00-20:00, Sat, Sun 
08:00 - 12:00.
National Ljubljanska 7, tel. (+386) 41 40 09 80, www.
nationalcar-slovenia.com. QOpen 08:00 - 19:00.
TRI TE D.O.O. - Hertz Rent a car Cankarjeva 2, 
tel. (+386) 4574 55 88/(+386) 4080 1980, fax 
(+386) 4574 55 89, bled@hertz.si, www.hertz.si. 
QOpen 09:00 - 17:00, Sat 09:00 - 12:00. Closed Sun.

Photography
Sitra Shopping Center Bled, tel. (+386) 4574 13 
25, www.sitra.si. Basic photographic supplies includ-
ing 35mm film and digital memory cards inside a small 
gift shop. QOpen 08:00 - 19:00. Closed Sun.

Directory

About 14,000 years ago, a valley was created by a 
glacier that cut its way through the land which came 
to be known as the lower and upper Bohinj valleys. 
Historical findings prove the valley was populated as 
early as the Bronze Age, and the 5000 inhabitants 
of today’s Bohinj are mostly descendents of the 
native people.  

The area was first used for iron working and mining 
but the ancient method of extracting iron died out a 
hundred years ago.  In the villages of Stara Fuzina (Old 
Forge) and Rudnica (mine) serve as the only reminders 
of those times. 
Today, cowbells can still be heard ringing out across 
the mountains. The manner of li fe in Bohinj is in many 
ways still tied to traditions that stretch back hundreds 
of years. The Alpine Farming Museum in Stara Fuzina 
offers another glimpse of the past. The architectural 
heritage of old Bohinj is still visible in many of the well-
preserved alpine cottages with balconies and shingle 
roofs. The ethnographic features are most evident 
at the Oplen House Museum in the village of Studor, 
which also preserves the traditional village plan, with 
houses and hayricks huddled together.

 Bohinj was and still is oriented to the Catholic religion, 
considering the 11 churches that are speckled around 
the area.  The four main churches are: St. Nicholas 
Church in Bohinjska Bistrica, St. Paul’s Church in Stara 
Fužina, St. Martin’s Church in Srednja Vas and St. John 
the Baptist’s Church in Ribčev Laz.  Slovenia’s leading 
poet, France Preseren, once wrote an epic poem ‘Krst 
pri Savici (the Christening at Savica), which although 
largely fictional, depicts the time of violent baptism 
and battles between the Christians and pagans which 
took place around Bohinj and Bled.

History

bohinj.inyourpocket.com

Jewellery
Zlatarna Pavlovski D-2, Svobode 7a, tel. (+386) 
45 74 34 11, fax (+386) 45 74 13 74, info@zla-
tarnapavlovski.si, www.zlatarnapavlovski.si. The 
Pavlovski famil y have run this unique and classy jewel-
lers since 1850, in which they have established a great 
following over their high-quali ty and hand-made selec-
tion of unique, gold and steel-plated rings, necklaces, 
bracelets, pendants and brooches to name but a few. 
In addi tion, they sell an assor tment of wristwatches 
wi th brand names such as DKNY, Emporio Armani and 
Adidas. An intriguing collection that can sui t a variety of 
tastes, ages and preferences. QOpen 09:00 - 19:00, 
Sat 09:00 - 13:00. Closed Sun.

Shopping centres
Bled Shopping Centre D-3, Ljubljanska 4, tel. (+386) 
45 74 11 10, fax (+386) 45 74 11 20.

Gifts & Souvenirs
Honeyhouse Bled D-3, Ljubljanska 4, tel. (+386) 
46 20 97 00, aerton@amis.net, www.honeyhouse.
si. Does exactl y what i t says on the tin, well jar actu-
all y. In fact, there are more than just jars here, indeed 
every kind of honey and related memorabilia you could 
imagine. The sweet sticky stuff is a locall y produced 
domestic delicacy that makes for a more authentic 
souvenir than a lot of the tacky rubbish (for want of a 
better word) out there. You’ll find liquor, wines, sweets 
and even cold remedies, in addi tion to plain good old 
fashioned HONEY! QOpen 09:00 - 19:00.

Bohinj Tourism (TIC) I -6, Trg 
svobode 3a, tel. (+386) 4574 75 
90, fax (+386) 4574 75 91, info@
bohinj.si, www.bohinj.si.

Bohinj Tourist Association Y-7, 
Ribčev Laz 48, tel. (+386) 4574 60 

10, fax (+386) 4572 33 30, info@bohinj-info.com, 
www.bohinj-info.com. Q July & August Monday to 
Saturday 08:00-20:00, Sunday 09:00-19:00. Other 
months Monday to Saturday 08:00-19:00, Sunday 
09:00-15:00.

Tourist information

IEDC, Bled School of Management

Arriving in Bohinj
Arriving by car
Take the A2 motorway north in the direction of Kranj 
and Jesenice. After passing Kranj, take the exit for 
Bled. Follow signs for Bled and pass through the town 
on the main road and approximately halfway around 
the lake. You’ll then see signs directing you to Bohinj. 
The drive from Ljubljana should take around an hour 
and 15 minutes. 

Arriving by train
Trains from Ljubljana to Bohinjska Bistrica, a village 
around five kilometres from the lake, leave regularly. 
Most trains involve a change in Jesenice, and take 
about two hours. 

Arriving by bus
There are numerous daily buses from Ljubljana to Bohinj. 
They leave every hour on the hour throughout the day and 
the journey takes two hours.

On the shores of Lake Bohinj B. Lammers
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Events
IBU Biathlon World Cup (16 - 20 December 2009)
The newly opened Pokljuka Sports Centre is hosting this 
year’s Biathlon World Cup from 16 - 20 December. In 
case you’re wondering exactly what that entails: techni-
cally Biathlon means any dual-sport competition, but most 
commonly it refers to cross-country skiing combined with 
rifle shooting.

It just so happens that Pokljuka is Slovenia’s cross-country 
skiing capital, now with modernised IBU (International Bi-
athlon Union) tracks, which are open to the public outside 
competition time. There’s also a new Biathlon shooting 
range with 30 electronic targets.
Pokljuka Sports Center is well prepared for spectators: 
62-bed Hotel Center and restaurant, stadium with tiers of 
seats, and new car parks.
In addition to the competition, for guests there’s 5000m² 
of recreational grounds, roller-skiing/blading tracks and the 
pristine, untouched natural beauty of the Julian Alps.

Traditional New Year’s Events
There’s a full program of new year’s events in Bohinj from 26 
December - 2 January, all of which are free of charge (except 
27 December). Bus transfers are even organised!

Most of the program consists of a wide variety  of concerts, 
from rock, pop and golden oldies, to alpine ‘avsenik’ folk. 
The 30th December will see an event for the kids, involving 
Santa Claus of course.

Bo Brrr Fejst Bohinj (13 - 14 Feb 2010)
Children’s winter festival comes to a small ski resort near 
Bohinj on 13 - 14 February 2010!

Senožeta Ski Centre, Srednja vas (by lake Bohinj) will host 
a cute little event for the cute little ones. Expect nursery 
slope skiing, games and entertainers.

International Alpine Flower Festival 
(22 May - 5 June 2010)
The fourth ‘Mednarodni Festival Alpskega Cvetja’ comes 
to Bohinj on 22 May - 5 June 2010.

The festival, celebrating wild horticulture, includes  a 
market for local produce, conference and seminar for the 
scientific element and art featuring alpine landscapes 
and beautiful flora.

Bo Brrr Fejst M Sodja

The Bohinj Cup M Sodja
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Where to stay
Along the lake and in the surounding villages and moun-
tainside, Bohinj offers an impressive number of quality 
accommodation options, from the recently opened Park 
Hotel, to countless smaller family places and of course 
several good camp sites for those who want to stay as 
close to nature as possible. Bear in mind that out of sea-
son many bigger hotels temporarily close, so go for guest 
houses and the like.

Upmarket
Bohinj Park J-6/7, Triglavska 17, tel. (+386) 4577 02 
10, fax (+386) 4577 02 20, info@bohinj-park-hotel.si, 
www.bohinj-park-hotel.si. Recently built and adjoined to the 
AquaPark itself, during the colder months there is now need to 
leave the premises at all, with a complete resort at your very 
fingertips! The hotel offers exceptional comfort in all its rooms 
and suites, as well as a classy restaurant and bar. There are 
wellness and spa facilities in the hotel itself or you can pop 
over to the AquaPark for even more health programmes. You 
might take a fancy at this service though: Domančić BioHealing, 
which uses bio-therapeutic healing, a special form of alternative 
medicine, for curing numerous illnesses and diseases. Another 
fabulous amenity is a Bowling Centre which includes 5 profes-
sional bowling lanes - lots of fun awaiting the whole family. Q 
102 rooms, 8 suites (doubles €69-111, suites €400-650). 
PTHARUIFLGBKCW

Jezero Y-7, Ribčev Laz 51, tel. (+386) 4572 91 00, 
fax (+386) 4572 90 39, hotel.jezero@cc-line.si, www.
bohinj.si/alpinum/jezero/. This hotel scores top marks 
in location being right up on the banks of Lake Bohinj and 
within easy access to personal facilities in the centre. The 
rooms are large with furnishings of reasonable comfort, and 
the views from the balconies come no better here than any 
other hotel in town. It’s a perfect place for families that can 
make use of its indoor swimming pools, sauna, mini golf, 
gym facilities, restaurant and café bar. Overall, it strikes 
a good balance between comfort and practicality. Q 71 
rooms (singles €55-85, doubles €120-160, suites €120-160). 
PTJHA6UFLEBKDXCW hhhh

Villa Park U-7, Ukanc 129, tel. (+386) 4572 33 00, fax 
(+386) 4572 73 12, vila.park@siol.net, www.vila-park.
com. Set amongst idyllic Alpine countryside, Villa Park is friendly, 
tranquil and comfortable. Understated luxury compliments the 
serenity of nature which emanates from all around. The soothing 
soundtrack is provided by the nearby Savica brook. The restau-
rant and wine-cellar finish off an eventful day in style, with the 
finest Slovenian and International cuisine and wines. Paradise 
for the discerning traveller with an appreciation for nature. Q 8 
rooms, €50-80. HAILGBKD hhhh

Mid-range
Bellevue Y-8, Ribčev Laz 65, tel. (+386) 4572 33 31, 
www.hoteli-bohinj.si/hotel_in_vila_bellevue. The Hotel 
and Villa Bellevue are hidden amid a thick lush forest, and 
a bit of a drive or hike up the hill will take you directly to the 
reception door. It’s miraculously located, with breath-taking 
views of the lake, mountains and even the village of Stara 
Fuzina is seen from some balconies. This place is a perfect 
reside for those who want to get away from the stress of 
everyday life and recharge their batteries amongst unspoiled 
nature. They say that even the famous crime author Ag-
atha Cristie stayed here during 1967, and drew inspiration 
from this wonderful and wild nature. Q 60 rooms €29-47. 
THAULBKW hhh

Bohinj Q-7, Ribčev Laz 45, tel. (+386) 4572 60 
00/(+386) 4577 80 00, fax (+386) 4572 34 46, info@
aaturizem.com, www.hoteli-bohinj.si/hotel_bohinj. A 
pleasant hotel, perked up on a hill with satisfying rooms that 
gaze out on the forests and mountains in the distance. The 
walk to the Lake Bohinj will take you 15 minutes, but you can 
also enjoy a variety of activities at your doorstep. Ask the 
friendly receptionist about biking and hiking trails. The tasteful 
and low profile decoration as well as helpful and professional 
staff guarantee a pleasant stay as well as good value for 
money accommodation. Q 55 rooms (doubles €41-56, 
suites €47-65). PTJHA6UILEGBKW 
hhhh

Center Bohinj Y-7, Ribčev Laz 50, tel. (+386) 4572 
31 70/(+386) 041 710 952, fax (+386) 4574 69 50, 
kozomara.doo@siol.net, www.bohinj.si/center. For 
those that enjoy staying in the midst of all necessities, this 
comfortable hotel is literally in the centre of the village with 
a large car-park, a post office, a tourist information, a Mer-
cator supermarket and a large array of sporting and leisure 
activities only a few steps away from your frontdoor. Indoors 
are basic, decent and spotlessly clean. Frequently enough 
during the summer, a sizzling pig-on-a-spit is prepared on 
the terrace of the restaurant or you can take a peek at the 
menu’s recommendable pizza offerings. Q 15 rooms (doubles 
€30-54). TAULGBKW hhh

Sport
Skiing
Kobla Ski Center Cesta na Ravne 7, tel. 04 57 47 10 
0, kobla@volja.net, www.bohinj.si/kobla. A relatively 
compact resort, with 3 double chair-lifts and about 5 ski 
runs (longest = 6km), Kobla is aimed primarily at families 
and ameteur/intermediate skiers. Unsuprisingly then, their 
emblem is a cartoon bear rather haphazardy skiing down 
one of their slopes. 
On a more practical level, Kobla is the only Slovenian ski 
center accessible by train. Presumably this means it’s still 
open when the snow is too deep to drive. You can also still go 
in mild conditions, courtesy of their snow-maker (unusual for 
the area). Cable-cars leave from Bohinjska Bistrica.

Vogel Ski Centre U-7, Ukanc 6, tel. (+386) 45 72 97 
12/(+386) 41 774 468, marketing.vogel@siol.net. Vogel 
has become the most famous skiing centre in the area, with 
8 cable railways allowing skiers and hikers the freedom of 
coming up and down the mountain as they please. A wide 
choice of guest houses have sprung up like mushrooms on 
and around the mountain’s foot, but be sure to book well in 
advance if you plan to stop by for the skiing season. On the 
mountain’s peak you will find a range of alpine restaurants, 
cafes and even a place to prepare your own picnic which allows 
you to take a moment and soak up the incredible panorama. 
If you plan to set of walking into the wilderness, it is advised 
to prepare yourselves beforehand with equipment, maps and 
trail routes as not all walking tracks are visibly marked. Q 
Cable-car €6-9 one way, €7-13 return.

Sport Centres & Agencies
Alpinsport Y-7, Ribčev Laz 53, tel. (+386) 4572 34 
86/(+386) 041 596 079, alpinsport@siol.net, www.
alpinsport.si. Be it summer or winter time, this agency spe-
cializes in a variety of exciting sporting and leisure activities, 
tours into Bohinj’s magnificent countryside and training in 
kayaking in the summer and skiing in the winter season. All 
activities are carried out in Bohinj’s pristine natural wonders, 

be it in caves, lakes, canyons, gorges or rushing wild rivers. 
The prices are reasonable, with all equipment you may need 
provided by the agency. Professional staff are fully trained and 
will make your day a safe and memorable experience. QOpen 
09:00 - 19:00. Closed Sun.

Pac Sports Y-7, Ribčev Laz 50, tel. (+386) 4572 34 
61/(+386) 040 864 202, info@pac-sports.com, www.
pac-sports.com. The Pac Sports outdoor centre and agency 
is situated at the Hostel Pod Voglom residence. The agency 
specializes in adventure and sport holiday packages, with 
residence at the hostel itself, with a grand selection of pro-
grams such as paragliding, rafting, canyoning, trekking and 
free climbing to name but a few. The adrenaline park is an 
ideal choice for sports people, adventure lovers and action-
packed holiday makers who would like to combine activities 
and nature in their holiday package. You can pop in at their 
second and third information points in town, situated in front 
of the Pension Rozic and at the Camp Zlatorog. JA

Sport4fun Y-8, Ribčev Laz 78, tel. (+386) 41 975 
878/(+386) 041 889 916, marusa.malej@gmail.com, 
www.sport4fun.si. Pop into this agency for a choice of 
fun and exciting activities which can be enjoyed in the best 
places in Bohinj and its surroundings. You will at all times 
be in the safe hands of experienced and professional staff 
whichever activity you may opt for be it rafting, canyoning, 
biking, caving or mountaineering. Or if you prefer to make an 
adventure all on your own, bikes and kayaks are available for 
rent for a decent price.

Wellness
AquaPark Bohinj J-6, Triglavska 17, tel. (+386) 4577 
02 10, info@bohinj-park-hotel.si, www.vodni-park-bohinj.
si. Spend a fun-packed, wet and wild day at the AquaPark which 
includes an extensive array of swimming pools, toboggan slides, 
saunas, fitness programmes, massages and cosmetic services 
for youngsters, adults and pensioners. An alternative choice in 
case of bad weather or to let the kids run wild and free. Amenities 
include a restaurant, snack bar and a cybercafé. QOpen 09:00 
- 21:00. TAUFLBKDCW

Savica Waterfall M Sodja

bohinj.inyourpocket.com
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Informacije in rezervacije: / Info and reservations: call +386 (0)4 5320 000/001, 
send a fax to +386 (0)4 2791 915 or send an e-mail to: info@center-pokljuka.si 

Športni center Pokljuka, ki je odprt v vseh letnih časih, vključuje:
 Hotel Center z 62 ležišči, à la carte restavracijo, fi tness 

 kabinetom, savno, multimedijskima predavalnicama, …,
 sodobne in homologirane proge za smučarski tek in biatlon 

 (več kot 30 km),
 rolkarsko stezo/smučarsko-tekaške proge z delno osvetlitvijo (2 km),
 biatlonsko strelišče s 30 elektronskimi tarčami (sistem HORA),
  izposojevalnico športne opreme,
 druge rekreacijske površine.

Tradicionalno prizorišče tekem svetovnega pokala v biatlonu! 

 

Pokljuka Sports Centre (opened all seasons) includes:
 Hotel Center with 62 beds, à la carte restaurant, fi tness, 

 sauna, multimedia conference rooms and more,
  modern and homologized cross-country and biathlon tracks 

 (more than 30 km),
  roller course/cross-country tracks - partially illuminated (2 km),
  biathlon shooting range with 30 electronic targets (HORA system),
 rental shop for snow sports equipment,
  other recreational facilities.

Traditional venue of Biathlon World Cup competitons!

143x210.indd   1 12/4/09   2:02 PM

Kristal Q-8, Ribčev Laz 4 a, tel. (+386) 4577 82 00, fax 
(+386) 4577 82 50, kristal@cc-line.si, www.hotel-kristal-
slovenia.com. This lovely establishment is good enough for a 
nice stay in Bohinj, directly in the sympathy of the area’s unique 
nature. The standard rooms are comfy and spacious but, most 
importantly cozy. Its restaurant offers outstanding seasonal 
Slovenian dishes such as the impeccable Goose breast on 
Bohinj curd, and the trout is also a great choice, directly coming 
from the Lake Bohinj itself. Take a peek also at its wine list. 
You can also spend your evenings relaxing and unwinding with 
a massage at the hotel’s sauna for an additional but small 
fee. Kids have a playground and a large garden for running 
around, while you can easily keep an eye on them and enjoy 
a coffee on the open summer terrace. Q 30 rooms €48-65. 
THARUILGBKD hhhh

Residence Triglav Stara Fužina 23, tel. +38 60 45 72 
97 00, triglav@asf-bohinj.eu, www.residencetriglav.si. 
Overlooking a flat plain beside lake Bohinj, the panorama 
opens out on one side of this residence and restaurant, mount 
Triglav towers above the other. Winter attracts skiers looking 
for a convenient base for Vogel and Kobla, summer those who 
want an idyllic base from which to launch themsleves (quite 
literally) into the surrounding wilderness. In addition to 27 
basic-looking but bright and very clean apartments, there’s 
a little extra luxury (sauna) and lots of outdoor activities on 
offer. Situated in the sleepy Stara Fužina locale. Q Doubles 
€31-39 per person. Studios €31-39. Apartments from €48-63 
. All excluding New Year. PALBKDW

Ski Hotel Ukanc 180, tel. (+386) 4572 16 91, www.
hoteli-bohinj.si. Perked 1000 metres up on Mountain Vogel, 
with a ski slope directly in its vicinity is an absolute haven 
for those coming for a skiing holiday in the winter or even 
those that want to explore the mountains by foot or bike 
during the summer. Luckily, there’s a cable car that can take 
you up and down the slope from the hotel to the village of 
Ukanc from 8am to 6pm daily, unless you don’t mind the hike 
of course. Some excellent services at the Hotel Ski include 
a sauna, restaurant, a sun terrace and ski storage but the 
most fascinating feature is a whirlpool for relaxation with a 
fantastic view of the Julian Alps. Q 29 rooms (doubles €38-
47). ANK hhh

Zlatorog U-7, Ukanc 65, tel. (+386) 4572 33 81, fax 
(+386) 4572 33 84, info@aaturizem.com, www.hoteli-
bohinj.si/hotel_in_vila_zlatorog. This hotel is in need of 
a major face-lift but it is splendidly located in the Garden of 
Eden, or the village of Ukanc to be more precise: perched 
on the outskirts of a forest and along the shores of the 
Savica River and only a few steps away from Lake Bohinj. 
You can expect all the luxuries typical of a major hotel; a 
rooftop swimming pool, saunas, tennis courts, an a-la-carte 
restaurant and a children’s playground. Rooms are taste-
fully decorated in contrast to the look of the hotel from the 
outside and you can be assured of a pleasant stay amongst 
professional and friendly staff members. Q 384 rooms in 
hotel, 31 in the villa €34-59. THAULGBKDCW  
hhh

Pensions
Garni Penzion Gašperin Q-8, Ribčev Laz 36a, tel. 
(+386) 41 540 805, fax (+386) 457 23 661, peter.
gasperin@siol.net, www.bohinj.si/gasperin. Located in 
the small town centre of Bohinj, this small family-run bed and 
breakfast offers a variety of spacious, completely renovated 
rooms with en suite bathrooms, cable TV, a fully equipped 
kitchen with a fridge and even microwave ovens. A large open 
terrace with parasols and chairs provides you with the oppor-
tunity for relaxation with refreshing drinks and the beauty of 
the alpine peaks in the distance. Q TLGBK hhh

Penzion Bohinj Q-7, Stara Fužina 12, tel. (+386) 4572 
34 81/(+386) 051 349 035, penzion-bohinj@stip.si, 
www.penzion-bohinj.si. Located in the vicinity of Triglav 
National Park and in the quaint village of Stara Fuzina, you 
may well be greeted here by a small ferocious-looking dog. 
The owner did assure me he was harmless however. The 
pension itself is of the emblematic alpine style construc-
tion with straightforward rooms totally furnished in creamy 
woodwork. Amenities for your disposal include a restaurant, 
summer garden, a playground and sports field which allows 
children for running around to their heart’s content. Overall, it is 
a hospitable place to stay apart from the pestering dog which 
goes down as the only negative. Q 25 rooms €28-41. hh

Penzion Cerkovnik Q-7, Stara Fužina 11, tel. (+386) 
4572 41 11/(+386) 040 887 384, fax (+386) 4574 
64 85, info@pensioncerkovnik.net, www.pension-
cerkovnik.net. Stay in a traditional alpine bed and breakfast 
residence along the calming stream of Mostnica, where the 
friendly owners will provide you with a memorable stay with 
a selection of activities such as cycling, mountaineering, 
fishing, hiking and skiing, ice-skating and sledging for those 
coming for the winter season. Guests have access to an airy 
dining room and a choice of rooms decorated in a simple 
and neat manner. If it’s a sunny day, you can enjoy eating 
your breakfast out on residence’s small porch. Q 10 rooms 
€26-42. THLGBKW hh

Penzion Resje Nemški rovt 21a, Bohinjska Bistrica, 
tel. 04 57 21 07 9, www.sloveniaholidays.com/pen-
zion-resje. On the edge of Triglav National Park, in the tiny 
village of Nemški Vas, stands pension “Yeah.” We like the 
simplicity of its name, but the 14 attentively decorated 
rooms help aswell. Every room has a shower, toilet, TV, 
internet, telephone and most have a balcony. Delicious 
homemade food is served in their restaurant. Sports clubs 
(and individuals) are catered for in the fitness room, whilst 
the kids are kept active by a small playground on the outdoor 
terrace. Pastures and forests are very close by, so why not 
go exploring or picking mushrooms and fruits. “Yes” indeed! 
Q From €25 per person. TFLNBKPokljuka S. Plestnejak
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International
Restavracija Zoisov Grad Grajska ul. 14, Bohinjska 
Bistrica, tel. (04) 572 16 86. The decor is decidedly dated, 
at least in the bar at the front, but that doesn’t deter the 
locals. Epitomising Bohinj itself, mass tourism is absent, or 
at least discreet, and you need to look beyond your nose to 
find it - about 200m down a sleepy lane in Bohinjska Bistrica. 
Come here if you’re looking for a broad range of international 
(well at least European) food, including pizza. Also good for a 
cheeky beer in a friendly pub atmosphere with sport on the 
TV. QOpen 10:00 - 23:00. AUL

Italian
Pizzeria and Spaghetteria Don Andro U-7, Ukanc 20, 
tel. (+386) 4995 57 87. A small part of Italy in the heart of 
the Julian Alps! It’s a pleasure to eat in this fine but simple res-
taurant where they prepare large, satisfying and lip smacking 
pizzas of all varieties. Be aware that a small pizza is actually 
sufficient enough for two to share and a large would probably 
satisfy groups of 3-4 people. The service is also top-notch 
with staff speaking excellent English. Other dishes worth trying 
out are the pastas, lasagnas, salads, cannelloni and delicious 
deserts. It’s a hit with the locals and tourists who are staying 
in the village of Ukanc and with good reason. They also offer a 
delivery service. QOpen 12:00 - 22:00.ABKXS

Pizzerija Ema Srednja vas v Bohinju 73, tel. (+386) 04 
57 24 12 6, pizzerijaema@gmail.com, www.pizzerija-
ema.si. A popular pizzeria is not something difficult to come 
by in Slovenia, even in the alpine region, Ema is no exception. 
We could almost say the the interior is picturesque; redbrick 
arches exposing its theme - wood fired, oven baked (and 
always huge) pizza. Other nice touches include a minature 
log covered wall and antique wooden wheel fixtures. Also very 
family friendly, EMA has a small playground on the rear terrace 
and colouring pencils/paper for the kids. Fine mountain views 
from its location in the village of Srednja Vas (4km from lake 
Bohinj), come at no extra cost. Q €5-13 Mains €5.80-9.40 
Pizza. TAUILBS

Slovenian
Gostilna Francka pri Hrvatu Srednja vas 76, tel. (+386) 
4572 36 70/(+386) 031 234 300. Located in the small pret-
ty village of Srednja Vas, this established little eatery has been 
practicing traditional Slovenian dishes for the past 20 years. 
Each month, there is always something new on the menu, so 
best ask the waiters what’s the specialty of the month! If you 
don’t mind it being so, this eatery is mostly favoured by older 
village folk. QOpen 09:00 - 23:00. TULGB

Gostilna Rupa Srednja vas v Bohinju 87, tel. (04) 572 
34 01. This restaurant’s large covered terrace is home to the 
friendliest ginger cat in the world, and is an ideal vantage point 
to keep an eye on the kids in the all-wooden playground. The 
staff are pretty friendly too, and serve up Slovenian fayre with a 
smile, especially the alpine variety in winter (sausages and sour 
cabbage). Again panoramic mountain views come as standard. 
Located 4km from lake Bohinj. QOpen 10:00 - 00:00, Fri, Sat 
10:00 - 01:00. Closed Mon. €5-16. TA6ILB

Gostišče Erlah U-7, Ukanc 67, tel. (+386) 4572 33 09, 
fax (+386) 564 902, www.erlah.com. A charming guest 
house nestled in a village at the far end of Bohinj, and deeper 
into Triglav National Park. Decorated with taste and simplicity, it 
doesn’t offer much in the way of luxury, just good value accom-
modation in a homely setting, although many rooms do have a 
balcony. Typical Slovenian cuisine is on the menu in the restau-

rant, which is well worth checking out. Their recommendation is 
the trout, from their very own fish farm. A good choice in Ukanc. 
QOpen 11:00 - 22:00. T6ULGBKS

Rožič Q-8, Ribčev Laz 42, tel. (+386) 4572 33 93, www.
pensionrozic-bohinj.com. Nearly everything about this authen-
tic restaurant, from its rustic interior decorated with traditional 
hanging lamps, its true rural ambience to the delicious cuisine, 
is fantastic. You will find the restaurant on the top floor of the 
Pension Rozič residence which is not just for the enjoyment of 
the hotel’s guests. Order the reindeer steak with mushrooms 
and polenta, guaranteed to make your mouth water, or one of 
the many savory game and trout dishes. QOpen 07:00 - 21:00. 
PJALGBK

Tripič I-7, Triglavska 13, tel./fax (+386) 4572 12 82, pen-
sion.tripic@bohinj.si, www.bohinj.si/tripic. A great choice 
for a traditional Slovene culinary experience so if you happen to 
be staying at the village of Bohinjska Bistrica, make this your 
primary choice. The décor is somewhat typical of a hotel’s 
restaurant but the place is known to make authentic Bohinj 
dishes such as trout, sausage in minced lard and cheese with 
fruits. The selection of wine is also impressive. Its’ delicious 
cuisine is not only a hit with the hotel’s guests but also with 
locals that don’t mind shelling out €12-15 for a main course.
QOpen 08:00 - 23:00.PTJAULEGBKX

Nightlife
Bohinj isn’t exactly party central by any stretch of the imagi-
nation, but there are a couple popular watering holes where 
visitors can relax with a cold beer after a long day spent 
out and about communing with nature. During the warmer 
months there are also a couple of good open air places that 
pack in quite a crowd with live DJs and other events.

Penzion Rožič Q-7, Ribčev Laz 42, tel. (+386) 4572 33 
93, fax (+386) 4572 41 11, www.pensionrozic-bohinj.
com. This centrally located pension and restaurant is good 
enough for a respectable stay in Bohinj.  The establishment 
is bang in the middle of all amenities you may need during 
your stay: supermarkets, post office, internet cafes, bars 
and only 100 metres from the lake itself.  The restaurant 
provides a decent menu of typically seasonal dishes: trout 
and game topped up with a flavorsome glass of local wine.  
The owners provide a particular activity in which some dare-
devils might take an interest: paragliding! Q 30 beds €32-49. 
TJARULGBK hhh

Penzion Stare U-7, Ukanc 128, tel. (+386) 4574 64 
00, www.impel-bohinj.si. Meaning the ‘Old Pension’, the 
establishment exhibits fresh, newly renovated rooms with WIFI 
internet access. A lovely buffet breakfast comes included in 
the price. Ask at reception about the hiking, fishing and ski-
ing packages that they offer for a reasonable extra fee. The 
restaurant offers a healthy international menu which is also 
vegetarian friendly. A fabulous starting point for exploring a 
landscape that seems time has long since forgotten. Q 10 
rooms €40-50. TULBK hh

Tripič I-7, Triglavska 13, tel. (+386) 4572 12 82, pen-
sion.tripic@bohinj.si, www.bohinj.si/tripic. Located in the 
part of Bohinj called Bohinjska Bistrica. We originally came 
here to eat, and the food was delicious. But after talking to the 
very nice woman in charge we realized they also offered rooms. 
The rooms are not the most luxurious you’ve ever seen, but 
they are nice with a nice view and some have little terraces. 
The fact that it’s right next to the lake, the restaurant is 
great, it’s close to the slopes, the service is very warm and 
the prices are very reasonable makes it a great option for a 
budget-conscious family. Q 17 rooms (singles €57, doubles 
€42). THGKW hhhh

Hostels
Hostel pod Voglom X-7, Ribčev Laz 60, tel. (+386) 
4572 34 61, fax (+386) 4572 30 71, www.hostel-
podvoglom.com. I f you’ve come for an action-packed 
holiday, then this is the place for you. Summers and winters 
are swarming with adventure-travelers, sportspeople and 
backpackers that make use of its prime location along the 
west-side shore of the lake and numerous activities organ-
ized by the hostel’s very own PAC sport centre. Rooms are 
of the dormitory style, most having to share a common 
bathroom which is generally kept clean. Q 15 rooms €17-26. 
THAULGB hh

Apartments
Apartments Tubej Ravne v Bohinju 16, Bohinjska Bis-
trica, tel. (+386) 41 83 20 89, info@kobla.net, en.kobla.
net/apartments-tubej. A perfect winter location for families 
and larger groups, Tubej apartments sit right beside Kobla 
ski centre, not far from Lake Bohinj. Renovated in 2007, the 
apartments are high quality and very well equipped (steam/
massage shower, internet, LCD /cable TV), yet homey with 
fireplaces and hand-made furnishings. The grand alpine sur-
roundings provide many outdoor opportunities in any season, 
with meadows, forest and mountain peaks. The friendly hosts 
organise active outdoor pursuits and offer ski/cycle rental. 
Best of all, you can ski to your door.

Where to eat
Most visitors to Bohinj end up eating the majority of their 
meals at their hotel or guest house (which is usually not 
such a bad option), but for those who wish to venture out 
in search of sustenance there are a handful of eateries in 
the villages around the lake.

Fast Food
Okrepčevalnica pod Skalco in pod Brezo Y-7, Ribčev 
laz 55, tel. (+386) 41 375 563. Along the road from Bohinj 
to Ukanc lurks a fast food, grill restaurant underneath a tower-
ing 200 metre cliff. You’ll probably stop by to see what the fuss 
is all about with wall climbers literally clinging to the cliff while 
the restaurant’s guests sit, snack and stare at the phenom-
enon happening directly above their heads! Apart from the 
entertainment, the pizzas are of good quality and there’s even 
a place to prepare your own picnic. QOpen 08:00 - 24:00.  
T6ULEGBK

Okrepčevalnica Štacion Triglavska cesta 3 A, Bohin-
jska Bistrica, tel. (04) 572 18 10. Aside from fast food, 
this place serves coffee, beer and a range of warming liquors 
for the harsh winter. Sit on the roadside terrace amongst a 
mixed bunch of lively locals: from beer swilling manly men 
to teenage students. In summer, give in to temptation and 
devour something cool and creamy.. from their icecream 
bar. In a laid back location a short stroll from the centre.  
PA6W

Fish
Zlatovčica Y-7, Ribčev Laz 51, tel. (+386) 4572 91 
00, fax (+386) 4572 90 39, hotel.jezero@cc-line.si. 
Wisely named after the ‘gold-bellied fish’ from the Bohinj 
Lake, I would be cautioned into thinking of ordering exactly 
what it says on the tin, or the roof for that matter! Being 
part of the grand Hotel Jezero and with a covered terrace 
over-looking the Bohinj Lake, this eating place provides you 
with comfort, beauty and relaxation after an adventure in 
the countryside and mountains. The a-la-carte menu of-
fers a pleasing range of seasonal and fish dishes, topped 
up with an extensive wine list.QOpen 12:00 - 22:00. 
PJALGBKX

Šport Hotel Center Goreljek 103, Zgornje Gorje, 
tel. +386 45 31 23 33, info@sporthotel.si, www.
sporthotel.si. Through deep green forest, the road 
from Bled eventually leads to the newly renovated Šport 
Hotel, the biggest in Pokljuka, product of a €1.3million EU 
grant. While offering a relaxing stay in the middle of idyllic 
nature, the facilities and altitude (1250m) offer athletes 
and active types great opportunities. In the immediate 
vicinity of the hotel you will find cross-country trails and its 
own family/beginner ski slope. Activities organised by the 
hotel include nordic walking, trekking, biking, hiking (some 
of which being relatively easy, e.g. Viševnik-2002m) and 
snowshoeing. Well worth a visit for the surroundings 
alone, a natural alpine wonderland: Triglav National Park. 
Q €38 per person. TAFLKDW

Around Bohinj
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Lake Bohinj Lake Bohinj, the jewel at the centre of this 
scattering of villages in northern Gorenjska, is absolutely 
breathtaking. Come early in the morning out of season, just 
before the sun has risen over the adjacent peaks to experi-
ence its awe. Mist shrouds the banks of this still and flat alpine 
wonder. The pure quiet of this location really brings nature to 
life once more. Only birdsong emanates from the surrounding 
Eden, the splash of one of Bohinj’s ‘yellow-bellied’ fish, or the 
crash of Savica waterfall in the middle distance. Perhaps the 
only other detectable sound is the flap of the wings of large 
birds in flight over this crystal clear lake. By Bohinj you can 
literally be at one with yourself, and peace is unavoidable.

Waterfall Savica U-7, Bohinjsko jezero, tel. (+386) 4574 
60 10, info@bohinj-info.com, www.bohinj-info.com. Your 
time spent in Bohinj would not be complete without a day trip to 
one of Slovenia’s greatest waterfalls, also known as the ‘Slap 
Savica’. You can reach the waterfall by a one hour walk up a 
thickly forested slope, permitting it’s a fine day. The waterfall 
itself drops a towering 78 metres into a large water sink, which 
is located 500 metres above ground level. It is often written 
about by well known Slovenian poets and writers. A small 
entrance fee is required to see the sight. Q €1,2-2,4.

Bars
Allo Allo (041 435 555) Tel. (+386) 41 435 555. 
Just next to the Camping ground Danica, this place should 
be the first on your list for going out. During the summer, the 
pub boasts an eventful programme of concerts, DJs, music 
and themed nights. On occasions, you might think the whole 
camp shoves itself into this humble abode. Definitely, a venue 
worth checking out if you’re staying close by. QOpen 09:00 
- 01:00, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 02:00. LGB

Daily Bar J-6, Triglavska 17, tel. (+386) 80 200 4000. 
You don’t have to be the hotel’s guest to come and have a 
relaxed drink at this classy and comfortable bar. The confec-
tionary store offers some lovely sweets, cakes and pastries 
which go hand-in-hand with the bar’s wonderful cup of coffee. 
Evenings are enjoyable with occasional live music and a large 
open fire-place gives guests a warm retreat from Bohinj’s 
blustery winters. Wireless internet is available on location. 
QOpen 08:00 - 24:00. PAUILEGW

Kava Bar Rondo I-7, Trg Svobode 1, tel. (+386) 4577 
82 00, fax (+386) 4577 82 50. The Kava Bar Rondo, is a 
favourite place amongst shoppers coming in and out of the 
Mercator Shopping Centre as it is directly in the centre’s 
locality. When the weather is good a couple of tables outside 
serve as a much needed chill out retreat. QOpen 08:00 
- 22:00. AULGB

Kava Bar Urška J-6, Triglavska 16, tel. (+386) 4577 
01 41. From the same owner of Bar Kramar, this is rather a 
coffee bar which is popular both during the day and evenings. It 
also sells a range of alcoholic beverages and its atmosphere 
makes it quite appropriate for an evening retreat with friends 
or with family. QOpen 07:00 - 24:00, Fri 07:00 - 03:00, Sat 
08:00 - 03:00, Sun 08:00 - 24:00. AULGB

Kobla I-6, Trg svobode 2 a, tel. (+386) 4572 15 95, bar.
kobla@siol.net. Although the joint shuts down quite early 
during the evenings, it’s quite simply a good enough place to 
hang-out during the day with a beer or coffee and a newspaper 
at hand. Tasty nibbles are available from its very own sweet 
shop in case your stomach begins to grumble. QOpen 06:00 
- 21:00. TULGB

Kramar Y-7, Stara Fužina 3, tel. (+386) 4572 36 97. Along 
the road to Stara Fužina, there is a little spot for a quiet drink in the 
evenings if you are looking for some light evening entertainment. 
They serve an array of beers and wines, along with a bite to eat 
if you manage to pop in while the kitchen’s still open. Overall, a 
pleasant ambience and friendly staff. QOpen 10:00 - 24:00. 
September-May: Open only in weekends TLGB

Paviljon Bar 041 435 555, Ribčev laz, alpik@alpik.com. 
It overlooks the lake, it’s close to the centre, it’s crowded 
almost every evening - this is definitely the best location to 
come out for a drink if you happen to be residing in Bohinj. 
The evenings really get going here and the radio manages 
to play a good choice of music. The setting of the torch-lit 
terrace truly fulfils a relaxed ambience on a fresh summer’s 
night. QOpen 08:00 - 24:00. LEGB

What to see
Korita Mostnica Stara Fužina. The numerous signs, 
typically carved in log planks, direct you to this hidden gem. 
Korita Mostnica, a tiny bridge tucked away in the hills behind 
Stara Fužina and the lake, connects two sides of a deeply 
spectacular gorge. Take in a splendid view of Triglav while 
the turqouise torrent swirls below.

Mount Triglav Mount Triglav is the highest mountain in 
Slovenia, rising to 2864 metres in the centre of a National 
Park of the same name, Triglav. The mountain is the 
symbol of Slovenia (it appears on the coat of arms), and 
the country’s flag was flown here on June 26th, 1991, the 
day Slovenia declared independence from Yugoslavia. The 
name, Triglav, means three-headed, as it looks to have 
three peaks when seen from the Bohinj valley.

The first recorded ascent of Triglav was made on 26 August 
1778, by Luka Korošec, Matija Kos, Štefan Rožič and Lovrenc 
Willomitzer, on the initiative of baron Sigismund Zois. Its height 
was first measured in 1808 by Valentin Stanič.

At the top of the mountain stands a tiny metal structure, 
the Aljaž Tower. A storm shelter for climbers, it is named 
after Jakob Aljaž, a priest who bought the land at the 
Triglav peak for a single Austro-Hungarian florin from the 
then municipality of Dovje in 1895.

Triglav today attracts skiers in winter (to nearby Vogel) and 
climbers in summer. The climb to the summit is not all that 
hard, but it is long. It’s a two-day ascent to the top, and 
requires an overnight stay in a mountain cabin.

Mount Triglav

Mt Triglav A. Jakobčič

Still on the sunny side of the alps, Bovec is a real green 
piece of Europe, a must if you really want to feel sLOVEnia! 
Catchy official slogans aside, Slovenia’s supreme summer 
and winter sports town really offers a lot. Lying in the mag-
nificent upper Soča valley in Northwestern Slovenia - an 
EU destination of excellence for 2008 - Bovec allows you 
to explore all the natural beauties of Triglav National Park. 
The town is a great base for summer activity holidays, 
hiking and mountain biking on land, paragliding from the 
surrounding alpine peaks through the air, or rafting and 
kayaking on the truly awesome turquoise waters of the 
river Soča. But perhaps the most popular time of year 
here is not the warm summer, but the winter ski season. 
The lifts to Kanin ski centre sit only half a kilometre from 
the centre of Bovec, making it a winter sports Mecca.

Arriving in Bovec
Arriving by plane
Ljubljana Brnik airport and Trieste are both within striking 
distance of Bovec.  LJ, as affectionately known by the lo-
cals, is 110km away, Trieste 105km.  From Brnik, if you’re 
by car take the A2 motorway north towards Jesenice, exit 
there for the main road to Kranjska Gora. Turn left through 
the centre then keep going out of the town and over the 
mountains. After about 30km you will see signs for Trenta, 
then for Bovec, just keep going along main road 206. From 
Trieste take the A4 north towards Udine, keep following 
Udine on the A23 north, then exit at Udine. Take the main 
road west from Udine toward Cividale Del Friuli, stay on 
this road all the way to Kobarid (Slovenia). Then turn left 
for Bovec at the far end of the town. If you don’t have your 
transport, take a bus first to Ljubljana. From Trieste airport 
it’s difficult to get to Bovec by public transport, so it’s best 
to first take a bus to Ljubljana.

Arriving by train
Trains are quite tricky. The closest they get to Bovec is 
Most na Soči, approximately 40km to the south. From 
there you could take a taxi, but bear in mind the distance. 
Alternatively you could rent a bike from Tolmin (6km from 
Most na Soči) and cycle the rest of the way, if you’re feel-
ing a little adventurous. By busThere’s a direct bus from 
Ljubljana every day (11:15 and 17:50 weekdays, 06:30 
and 17:50 at weekends), and there are lots of international 
links to and from Ljubljana. By bikeYou could even rent a 
bike in Ljubljana (or use your own) and cycle the whole way 
(about 120km), if you’re a very keen adventurer or crazy, 
or both!

Where to stay
Upmarket
Boka Pension Žaga, 5230 Bovec, tel. (+386) 40 
85 65 11, boka@siol.net, www.boka-bovec.si. The 
word pension immediately strikes as inappropriate for this 
brand-new place, with its upmarket feeling, chic décor, a 
la carte restaurant and luxurious suites. It takes its name 
from the nearby Boka waterfall, which can be seen from 
the large terrace. Notably, there is also free unlimited 
internet (uncommon in these parts), an in-house sports/
activity centre and shoe cleaning machines on every floor. 
Located on the main road between Kobarid and Bovec. Q 
Bar/restaurant open 06:00-23:00 Restaurant €5-13.60; 
doubles €42-60, suites €59-77. PHAILBKW  
hhhh

Hotel Alp Trg Golobarskih Zrtev 40, tel. (+386) 53 
88 40 00, info@hotel-alp.si, www.alp-hotel.si. This 
comfortable and rather large hotel, has everything you 
would expect: a bar and restaurant, a large conference room, 
TVs and minibars in the rooms and sun terrace. It also has 
some things you wouldn’t: a mini-sauna village in relaxing 
surroundings (half price for guests at only €5 weekdays), 
massage, manicure and pedicure services and use of a 
nearby swimming pool at Hotel Kanin. It is located on the 
main square, right in the centre of Bovec. Q From €30 per 
person if booked in advance. PJHAULBKDC  
hhh

Hotel Kanin Ledina 6, Bovec, tel. (+386) 53 89 68 
80, hotel.kanin@siol.net, www.hotel-kanin.com. The 
hotel shares its name with the local ski resort, just 1.5km 
away, reflecting a major source of its winter clientele. It is well 
established, and one of the finest hotels in Bovec - the other 
being Hotel Alp. Although the lobby looks a little dated, the 
rooms are recently renovated, and look very modern (no old 
tricks of only renovating the lobby here!). The view from the 
balcony makes the hair on your neck stand on end, as does 
the view from the heated pool and sauna/wellness centre. Q 
€49 per person. PJHALBKDC hhh

Pristava Lepena Lepena 2, Soča, tel. (+386) 53 88 
99 00/(+386) 41 67 19 81, pristava.lepena@siol.
net, www.pristava-lepena.com. This place is special. 
On arrival you are greeted by the famous Lipice horses and 
friendly mountain goats. Run as a hotel and horse-riding 
centre and taking the form of a typical alpine village, you can 
find pretty much everything in this perfect blend of modern 
and traditional. There’s even a sauna, fitness room and 
conference room within the beautiful log cabins, all amid 
the spectacular mountainous scenery. Located 9km from 
Bovec. Q €50-69 per person. HAIFLBKDCW  
hhhh

Mid-range
Motel Encijan Log pod Mangartom 31, tel. +386 53 
84 51 30, anton.trstenjak@amis.net, www.encijan.
com. Tired of civilisation? Then get away to the heart of 
Triglav National Park, near one of the highest peaks, Mangart 
(2678m), 11km north-west from Bovec. There you can go 
hiking, mountaineering, paragliding or mountain biking, all 
arranged by this sport/recreation resort. We especially like 
the location of this one for winter adventure holidays, being 
only 10-30minutes, by car, from no less than 3 ski centres 
in 3 different countries: Kanin, Slovenia, Arnoldstain, Austria, 
and Sella Nevea, Italy! Summer water-sports also available. 
Q €30 per person. THALBKDC

Snowshoeing near Bovec 
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TIC Bovec Trg Golobarskih Žrtev 8, tel. + 386 
53 89 64 44/+386 (0)31 388 700, fax +386 53 
89 64 45, info@bovec.si, bovec.si/eng/. QOpen 
09:00 - 17;00, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 14:00-14:30-17:00. 
ponedeljek - petek: 9.00 - 17.00, sobota, nedelja: 9.00 
- 14.00 in 14.30 - 17.00.

Tourist information

Guest Houses
Gostišče Vančar Čezsoča 43, Bovec, tel. (+386) 53 89 
60 76, www.penzionvancar.com. This traditional but newly 
built guest house is modern and impressive, yet authentic 
alpine. It offers rooms, a restaurant and sports/adventure ac-
tivities, such as rafting, canyoning and paragliding. The location 
is magnificent, sitting near the beautiful Soča River in a small vil-
lage just 2km from Bovec. The food and drink is a blend of local 
and international: from trout, home-made ham and schnapps to 
pizza, schnitzel and Jack Daniels. For the kids they even have a 
‘natural swimming pool’ outside. Q Restaurant: €4-9, Rooms: 
€22 per person. PTA6ULBKC

Apartments
Apartments Kaninska Vas Kaninska Vas 7, tel. (+386) 
53 89 63 33, tusi@siol.net, www.kaninska-vas.si. Most of 
this big range of alpine apartments are 3-star. They have lots of 
space in the centre, and a large flagship complex in Kaninska 
Vas, overlooking Bovec and nestled into the mountainside. 
The location of this one is especially good for mountain bikers, 
with the Kanin MTB Park being only a few minutes away. All 
the usual sporting activities are of course available, from raft-
ing to tandem paragliding. Check out the special prices from 
September - December. Q Studio from €75 for two nights, up 
to €179 for 6 person apartment. JALBW

Bovška Hiša Kot 2, Bovec, tel. (+386) 53 88 60 32,  www.
bovec-sc-si. Sharing the same owner as Bovec Šport Center, 
this place is a pair of bright and airy alpine apartments, cutely 
named Luka and Jakob. These guys, Luka and Jakob that is, sit 
in the old centre of town enjoying the copious nearby amenities: 
supermarket, newsagents, souvenir shop, bank, childrens play-
ground and quite a few restaurants. The apartments have lots 
of personality, including cheeky kitchens, curious cable TV and 
amiable internet connections. Definitely worth asking for some 
kind of discount on sports activities if you’re staying here. Q €15 
per person, sleeps 2-4 people. JW

Gotour Trg Golobarskih Zrtev 50, Bovec, tel. (+386) 05 38 
96 36 6/(+386) 04 02 26 93 8, www.gotourbovec.com, 
gotour.bovec@siol.net. The primary occupation of this agency 
is to rent apartments. They have seven in total, all within the 
same block, smack in the central square, and all self-contained 
(with kitchens, bathrooms, etc). All the delights of the surround-
ing countryside are within easy reach, especially water-sports, 
mountain bike rental and sledging at Mangart (nearby mountain), 
which you can arrange in the same building.

Mrakič Apartments Dvor 53, Bovec, tel. (+386) 41 32 
91 74, www.mrakic.net. You’re spoilt for choice here for apart-
ments, they are available just 300m from the Kanin ski lifts and 
also in the centre of Bovec, still less than a kilometre from the 
entrance to Kanin. They are very well equipped, with fully-fitted 
kitchens, and even dishwashers. Guests can expect a discount 
on sports activities and equipment rental, and there are also 
equipment storage facilities. Q 6 apartments €50-130, 30% 
more for stays of less than 3 nights.PJALW

Camping
Camp Vodenca Vodenca, Bovec, tel. (+386) 53 88 61 
11/(+386) 41 62 08 85, info@camp-vodenca.com. One 
of three family-run camps in the village of the same name, 
Vodenca is similar to the rest and the first one you come to 
on the steep winding road down to the Soča. It seems they 
agreed to have one unique amenity in each camp - Liza has 
credit card payments, camping Kovač has a small beach on 
the Soča - and here they have WiFi. It’s smaller than the rest, 
but there are still lots of camp sites and an ample shower 
block. Guests can also get a 10% discount through Top Ex-
treme Sports. Q €7 per person. 6LNBW

Kajak Kamp Toni Vodenca 1, Bovec, kajakkamptoni@
siol.net, eng.kajakkamptoni.com. This one sits beside 
Kamp Liza and is similarly large. It has lots camping pitches on 
various levels, all with stone fire places and benches around 
them, and is just five minutes from the Soča. Looking a bit 
more organised than the rest, almost regimental, there’s a 
large sign with the camp rules, which include a noise curfew 
after 23:00. Dogs are allowed, but only if tied up. Still, you 
can let off steam with a game of volleyball on the sandy 
court after the morning drill. Q Reception open 08:00-12:00 
and 16:00-19:00. €10/8 per adult/children and €2.50 for 
electricity. 6N

Kamp Korita Soča 38, tel. (+386) 53 88 93 22/(+386) 
51 64 56 77, bardbedlamit@yahoo.com. Over the hills 
and far away sprung to mind when we arrived, no Led Zep-
pelin concerts around here though, just the unspoilt, amazing 
natural beauty of a Slovene national park. It’s situated close 
to a few campsites in Soča village (10km from Bovec), but 
also boasts wooden cabins at quite cheap prices (€45 for 
four people). Notably there’s also an ECO camp and children’s 
playground. Q (camping €8 per person, rooms €20 per 
person, bungalow €45). AL

Kamp Kovač Vodenca 7, Bovec, tel. (+386) 53 88 68 
31/(+386) 41 75 66 92, kamp.kovac@siol.net. The 
location is great, right at the bottom of the hill in Vodenca 
(2km from Bovec), alongside the confluence of two tur-
quoise alpine torrents, the Koritnica and Soča. The pitches 
are spread over various levels, in amongst the trees of the 
riverbank. Everywhere in the camp is literally a stones-throw 
from the crystal waters. There’s a bowling course and a small 
beach with rafting access to the river. Q €10 per person.  
6N

Kamp Liza Vodenca 4, Bovec, info@camp-liza.com, 
www.camp-liza.com. One of three family-run camps in the 
peaceful Vodenca Valley beside the Soča River, Liza is the only 
one where you can pay by credit card. That important point 
aside, there is also a bar and terrace, barbeque and sand 
volleyball court. It is the largest of the three camps, located 
2km from Bovec, beside Kayak Camp Toni, and has a short 
path down to the turquoise river. Q 09:00-12:00, 16:00-
19:00 €10 per person, €8 for kids. TAB

Kamp Polovnik Ledina 8, Bovec, tel. (+386) 53 89 60 
07/(+386) 31 34 44 17, kamp.polovnik@siol.net, www.
kamp-polovnik.com. The best thing about this compact 
camp site is its handy location. If you’re arriving late it’s easy 
to find on the main road passing by Bovec, a five minute walk 
from the centre. Nearby there’s a large restaurant, pretty 
church and a sports/activity centre at the back. There are 
also lots of trees here to keep your tent cool in the hot sum-
mer sun and, of course, views of the spectacularly steep 
surrounding mountains. Q €5 per person + €1 tent or €3 
caravan. A
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Kamp Soča Soča 8, tel. (+386) 53 88 93 18/(+386) 
31 82 44 86, kamp.soca@siol.net. We like the feeling of 
being deep into the alps here, despite only being 9km from 
civilisation (aka Bovec). This campsite is both spacious (2 
terraces) and well equipped (broadband, sauna, cable TV). 
There are lots of barbeque places for cooking and benches 
and tables for eating. Of course it also sits on the Soča river 
bank, and has a bridge for breathtaking views. Rooms are 
also available.  Q  Camping €6 per person, apartments 
€50. TLBDW

Pension and Camp Klin Lepena 1, Soča, tel. +386 53 
88 95 13, kampklin@siol.net, www.sloveniaholidays.
com/eng/camping-place-klin. Sitting right by the alpine 
river Lepenica in Triglav National Park, this place appeals to 
hikers, cyclists, fishermen and those looking to kayak. Kanin 
ski resort and Bovec are also close, at only 9km away. If 
you’re not the camping type, here you also have the option 
of a room. The freshly caught trout is a speciality in the 
restaurant, and there are also lots of tables and benches 
around the campsite for your own picnic. Q Camping €10 
per person. ABKD

Where to eat
Cafés
Kavarna 1920 Trg Golobarskih Zrtev 40. This is one 
of the few places in Bovec with public internet access (also 
Hotel Alp). We like the simplicity of this coffee shop; it does 
exactly what it should: serves good fresh coffee, organic tea, 
cold drinks, snacks and ice cream. It has a modern lounge 
inside, quaint terrace and inviting tables and chairs on the 
main square. QOpen 08:00 - 23:00. PJNBW

Restaurants
Gostilna Sovdat Trg Golobarskih Zrtev. If you want good 
hearty Slovenian and European food you don’t have to walk 
far. Sovdat - just within view of the main square in Bovec - is 
a typical Slovenian restaurant, simple and friendly. If you can 
forgive the decoration outside (fake flowers and seaweed 
green cushions), the garden is a pleasant environment with 
a great mountain view. Fish,  Wiener schnitzel and a variety 
of local dishes are all served here in big portions.   QOpen 
12:00 - 22:00. Closed Thu.  (€4.80-16). JAB

Letni Vrt Trg Golobarskih Zrtev. As you might expect from 
a restaurant called ‘seasonal garden’, there’s an abundance 
of outdoor space. The often busy terrace is covered and 
you’re seated on benches at long wooden tables for that au-
thentic alpine feeling. The good news is that it sits on Bovec’s 
main square, opposite Hotel Alp. The menu has a wide choice: 
hot and cold starters, pizza, fish, lamb, steak, pasta dishes 
and even game meat, as well as dessert. Be aware, as in 
most restaurants in these parts the bill always includes a 
compulsory table charge (€0.50-1) for bread/napkins and 
an extra charge for side dishes. QOpen 11:00 - 23:00, Sun 
12:00 - 22:00. (€6-21). PJAB

Nightlife
B&R Bar Mala Vas 16. This venue masquerades both as 
a bona fide wine cellar (‘Berce’) and popular local pub. With 
the former you can sample many varieties of home-produced 
Slovenian wine - with the latter you can drink beer whilst shout-
ing at the day’s live sporting event on the big screen outside. 
Ice cream is on sale at half time, or whenever you feel like it. 
Situated a five minute walk from the main square. QOpen 
09:00 - 23:00, Sun 12:00 - 22:00. PJNB

Kanin Dvor 43, Bovec, www.boveckanin.si. Perched 
high above Bovec, Kanin is Slovenia’s only high altitude 
(i.e. over 2000m) ski centre and boasts the country’s 
longest “winter” season, actually running all the way 
from November until well into spring and the May national 
holidays. Previously a medium sized resort with 15km of 
ski runs, this year Kanin is joined with a new lift to the 
Sella Nevea ski centre across the border in Italy, to make it 
Slovenia’s only transnational resort. With a good range of 
slopes it will appeal to everyone from complete beginners 
to advanced skiers and boarders. If that’s not enough for 
you, guests with a six-day Kanin pass can also ski in a third 
country for two days, at the Arnoldstein centre in Austria. 
There are off piste opportunities at Kanin, but we wouldn’t 
recommend this without an experienced guide.
The imposing peaks of the mountain range overlook 
Bovec and the truly magnificent Soča Valley, with its 
famous emerald river. The Soča Valley was even featured 
in a Hollywood blockbuster, The Chronicles or Narnia. 
The panorama from Kanin extends all the way from the 
eastern Julian alps to Trieste, the mouth of the Soča River 
and the Adriatic sea, the proximity of which ensures a tan-
gible mix between crisp alpine air and Mediterranean-like 
warm breezes. In the spring this great combination really 
blossoms, when you can you can ski in the morning, then 
sunbathe on the snow-beach, or trek in the warm lush 
valley in the afternoon. It even makes skiing in a t-shirt 
a real possibility!

Summertime attracts hikers, climbers, paragliders and 
mountain bikers - the latter flocking to the 4.5km long and 
600m high Kanin MTB park. There are also deep shafts 
for cavers, the biggest of which, Vrtoglavica Jama, has the 
longest vertical drop in the world (603m). Kanin is reached 
by way of a massive cable car, ascending from 436m to 
2,200m above sea level it’s an adventure in itself, as you 
can witness the vast change in flora and fauna in just a 
few minutes - it has to be seen to be believed.

Kanin Sport
Tons of possiblities, summer and winter, all arranged by 
one of many professional agencies in these parts. The 
new Slovenian/Italian ski resort of Kanin/Sella Nevea is 
sure to be mega popular, so get there early on the day to 
avoid the queues.

Golf
Golf Bovec Podklopca 15, Bovec, tel. (+386) 40 38 
22 29/(+386) 41 25 38 14, info@golfbovec.si, www.
golfbovec.si. If you need to unwind a little after engaging in 
too many adrenaline charged adventure sports, or you’re just 
a secret golf addict, sneak off here for a sly round. There’s a 
nine-hole course and driving range, with five tee-off positions, 
all just a few kilometres from Bovec. As it’s run by the same 
holiday firm (Hit) as the Hotel Kanin, you can book fancy golf-
ing packages with welcome gifts and wellness treatments. 
Prices are quite reasonable for Slovenia, especially given the 
setting, with weekday rounds starting at €25 for 9 holes. 
QOpen 08:00 - 18:00.

Sports Agencies
Alpin Action Trnovo ob Soči 26a, Srpenica, tel. +386 53 
84 55 04 5, alpin.action@siol.net, www.alpinaction.it. 
These friendly girls and guys offer the usual range of water-
sports: rafting, kayaking, hydro-speed and canyoning, plus 
some not so usual: ‘sit on top’ flat kayaking, tubing (rubber 
rings) and ‘hot dog’ (don’t be afraid, it’s just mini rafts for 2 
people!). Their professional guides also provide lessons and 
courses, multi-sport weekly packages and horse-riding. In 
addition, there’s a kayak/outdoor shop and quad bike rental 
on-site. QOpen 09:00 - 12:00; 14:00 - 18:00.

Bovec Rafting Team Mala vas 106, Bovec, tel. (+386) 
53 88 61 28, bovec.rafting.team@siol.net, www.bovec-
rafting-team.com. Here we found yet another sports agency 
claiming to be the oldest in Bovec - there is some serious 
competition up here! A unique selling point of these guys is 
one of their winter activities: dogsledding, if you fancy feeling 
like Amundsen on his Antarctic quest (but just a little safer). 

They also offer guided biking tours (quite uncommon), the 
usual range of water-sports, plus paragliding, sky-diving and 
panoramic flights. Situated in Bovec, approximately 10min-
utes walk from the central square.

Bovec Šport Centre Kot 2, Bovec, tel. (+386) 53 88 
60 32/(+386) 31 62 87 94, info@bovec-sc.si, www.
bovec-sc.si. We like the open and quite spiritual director of 
this activity centre. He and his guides aim to offer a deeper 
connection and experience than that of the usual host/client 
relationship. A good choice for the inexperienced (and/or 
terrified), they have just introduced an easier-to-control 
inflatable kayak to the Soča. They tell us you can become at 
one with nature, both on water and on land. Rafting, kayaking, 
canyoning, hydrospeed, hiking, mountainbiking, caving and 
winter packages are all available. An office is also located in 
Boka Pension, between Kobarid and Bovec.

Soča Rafting Trg Golobarskih Zrtev 14, Bovec, tel. 
(+386) 41 72 44 72/(+386) 53 89 62 00, info@soca-
rafting.si, www.socarafting.si. One of the leading sports 
and adventure agencies in the area and the oldest in Bovec, 
Soča Rafting offers activities directed by friendly local guides 
and equipment rental. They are open every day, all year round 
- unique, so they say. In summer they organise rafting, can-
yoning, kayaking, caving and mountain biking, and in winter 
ski lessons and courses and equipment rental. Everything is 
photographed and available for purchase at the end of the 
day. QOpen 09:00 - 12:00; 16:00 - 18:00.

Top Extreme Sports Centre Žaga 151, Srpenica, 
tel. (+386) 41 62 06 36, info@top.si, www.top.si. This 
well-established sports activity agency were quick to tell us 
their unique selling points: the only one with a modern sports 
center by the river Šoca (questionable), dressing rooms at the 
start and end of your activity (so what), and who organises 
bungee jumping (that’s more like it!) The latter is a good point, 
if you want to see the turquoise Soča waters whilst hanging 
upside-down from a piece of elastic, and soiling yourself, 
then you’ve come to the right place! On a serious note, they 
offer a full range of summer (March-October) water-sports, 
supervised by experienced guides, plus climbing, packages 
and accommodation.

Cable bridge across the River Soča L. Plougmann

Hiking near Kanin  Chripell
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TIC Kamnik Glavni trg 2, tel. + 386 18 31 82 50, 
tic@kamnik-tourism.si, www.kamnik-tourism.si. 
QOpen 10:00 - 18:00, Sun 10:00 - 14:00.

Tourist information
Slovenia is known for specialist tourism; one of the most 
special reasons being the abundance of  wellness and spa 
centres across the country. The perfect time to visit a spa 
happens to be when the temperatures are below freezing, 
which is also the season for hitting the slopes. Slovenia is 
equally well served with small to medium sized ski resorts, 
making it a great destination for romantic couples or 
adventure-seeking families.

Ski Resorts
Igloo Village Krvavec Krvavec, Gorenjska, tel. 
(+386) 13 00 38 45, info@koren-sports.si, www.
eskimska-vas.si. I f the fabulously expensive ‘ice hotel’ 
in Sweden is a bit beyond your budget, no fear - there’s 
an equally frosty reception at Slovenia’s very own igloo 
village. After dinner in the igloo restaurant and a session 
with your eski-mates down at the ice bar, you have the 
option of accommodation: a classic or romantic igloo. 
Snowshoeing, snowbiking and skiing are the main activi-
ties available at the mountainside location, but just the 
fact that you’re staying in an igloo should be exciting 
enough. Expect a party atmosphere in and around the 
village, open from December until the end of March. Good 
for events and special occasions.

Situated just a few kilometres from Joše Pučnik airport (Brnik), 
or a 45 minute drive from Ljubljana - northbound along the A2 
motorway, following signs for ‘Krvavec Ski Center’. Q Prices 
are €89/person for accommodation (which includes night 

snowshoeing, a welcome cocktail, dinner in Igloo Restaurant, 
party with DJ in the Ice Bar, sleeping in a standard igloo, us-
age of special expedition sleeping bags and breakfast), €45 
(without accommodation) and €250 for two people (Romantic 
igloo + champagne). P

Kranjska Gora Kranjska Gora, tel. +386 45 80 94 40, 
info@kranjska-gora.eu, http://www.kranjska-gora.
si/Activities/Skiing. Considered the premier ski resort in 
Slovenia, Kranjska Gora (800-1210m) is a favourite haunt for 
rich Slovenes, Croatians and ‘western Europeans’ alike. You 
won’t find the most challenging runs here, but it is excellent 
for beginners and intermediate skiers. If you need more 
speed to get the adrenaline pumping, the World Cup slope 
in nearby Podkoren is sure to do the trick. Cross-country 
skiers can take advantage of a beautiful trail, made where 
the train tracks used to lie, at the bottom of the valley. The 
slopes are spread along the Vitranc mountain ridge from 
Kranjska Gora all the way to Planica, and are served by 6 
chairlifts and 12 drag lifts. In the far north west of Slovenia, 
take the A2 from Ljubljana then go left at Jesenice, 1hour 
20 minutes by car.  

Krvavec Grad 76, Cerklje na Gorenjskem, tel. (+386) 
42 52 59 30, info@rtc-krvavec.si, www.rtc-krvavec.si. 
Voted the best Slovene ski resort the last three years run-
ning, its huge popularity (capacity: 13,700 skiers/hour) is 
partly by virtue of its proximity to Ljubljana, just 45 minutes 
by car. Of course the views are spectacular (1450-1971m), 
and the piste breathtaking, literally with 23km of medium 
to demanding slopes. For beginners and families there’s a 
ski school, large equipment rental facility and 7km of easy 
slopes. For everyone, there are lots of accommodation op-
tions available on the mountain (book early) - and 100 days 
of guaranteed skiing per year (90% artificial snow coverage). 
Slovenia’s flagship ski destination. Head northbound on the 
A2 from Ljubljana, once out in the countryside it’s signposted 
from the motorway, near Kranj. QOpen 08:00 - 17:00. Prices 
for 1 day lift pass: €28 adults, €24 students/seniors/youths, 
€16 kids. Rentals from €15 per day for standard equipment. 
Other packages are available.

Maribor Pohorje Mladinska ulica 29, tel. (+386) 26 03 
65 57, info.vzp@sk-branik.si, www.pohorje.org. Pohorje, 
the biggest ski centre in Slovenia, entertains everyone from 
beginners to advanced skiers and boarders. With 41.5 km 
of varied and well-kept piste, it’s non-stop fun for friends and 
families alike. The customary ski/board school will launch you 
up to the more challenging runs soon enough, but if it’s exer-
cise and scenery you’re after, there are 27km of cross country 
trails. We love the location, right beside Slovenia’s second 
city, Maribor; explaining why it attracts so many Austrians 
and Croatians every year. It’s a relatively rare urban and ski 
experience in one. Pohorje is accessed by way of 5 chairlifts, 
16 ski-lifts and a gondola, the latter even being reachable by 
Maribor city bus. If you happen to have a car, Maribor is one 
and a half hours east from Ljubljana on the A1 motorway. 
Otherwise take a train then catch a city bus. 

Planica Rateče, tel. (+386) 15 13 68 06, info@planica.
info, www.planica.si. Home to the annual FIS ski flying world 
cup event, the backdrop of the Planica valley is magnificent. 
Awesome rugged peaks tower all around; formed by the 
Planica glacier some 20,000 years ago. The jump itself 
comprises a fearsomely large and heart stoppingly steep 
slope, stuff only for professional ski fliers, or the clinically 
insane. The current world record (239m) is held by one of the 
former, Norwegian Bjørn Einar Romøren, and was contested 
by a Finn, Janne Ahonen, whose 240m flight ended with a fall 
- 2005 was apparently a great year for breaking records here. 
Every year Planica is prepared for the onslaught of thousands 
spectators in March. Being amongst 2000m+ alpine peaks, 
it is the only kind of setting worthy of such an internationally 
prestigious ski event
.
Rogla Kovaska 10, Zrece, tel. (+386) 37 57 61 
54/(+386) 37 57 61 62, rogla@unitur.eu, www.rogla.
si. Slovenia’s best cross country ski location, Rogla ia 
hosting the 2009 FIS world cup (19-20 Dec), and putting 
on a big winter festival too, including ice skating rink, 
live bands, fashion show and winter sports fair. Begin-
ner to intermediate adrenaline addicts downhill skiers 
are well taken care of, with a selection of slopes, and 
the odd relatively demanding run. The resort is suitably 
well equipped, courtesy of the wellness centres, range 
of accommodation, restaurant and modern conference 
facili ties (up to 250 seats). Finally, smokers sooth your 
guil ty conscience: Rogla is a cer ti fied climatic heal th 
resort - the pure air having a virtuous effect on pulmonary 
health conditions. Travelling time from Ljubljana by car: 1h 
15m. Head eastbound on the A1 motorway for Maribor, 
exit near Velenje and follow the signs.  Q €28 for one 
day adult ski pass.

Velika Planina Kamniška Bistrica 2, Stahovica, tel. +386 
18 32 72 58/+386 18 31 29 81, info@velikaplanina.si, 
www.velikaplanina.si. A cable car near Kamnik carries you 
up to this vast mountain plateau. Perched on the open alpine 
plains is a herdsmen’s settlement, with its quirky architecture, 
simple way of life, and traditionally made dairy products. If the 
mysterious spirit of the place is lost on the kids, at least they’ll 
have a great time on the snowy playground, ski-lift Jurček or the 
free kindergarten here every weekend (11:00-13:00).  In terms 
of skiing, Velika Planina is perfect for families and beginners, to 
intermediate skiers interested in a cultural experience. 6km of 
slopes (mostly medium difficulty) are served by 6 ski lifts and 
rise from 1412-1666m. Winter at Velika Planina holds plenty of 
other opportunities to be active on the snow: sledging, walking, 
hiking, cross-country skiing and snowshoeing. If you’re here over 
the holidays, there’s a very popular midnight church service on 
Christmas eve. To get there, head north-east from Ljubljana to-
wards Mengeš and Kamnik, then continue north through Kamnik 
following signs for Kamniška Bistrica and Velika Planina.

Spa & Wellness
Laško Located side by side on the banks of the Savinja River, 
Laško’s two biggest hotel and spa centres - Wellness Park Laško 
and Zdravilišče Laško - give visitors a chance to choose between 
tradition and modernity. Everything in the hotel is stylish and 
modern, from the reception desks to the café overlooking the 
river, and the rooms have the look of luxury apartments. Visitors 
looking to relax should check out the hotel’s thermal centre, which 
is housed under a futuristic glass dome that can be opened on 
warm days, as well as the sauna, wellness and well-equipped 
fitness centres. After working up an appetite with all that swim-
ming and working out, you can get a healthy meal at the hotel’s 
a la carte restaurant or fill up at the buffet. This is definitely the 
place to be when you’re in need of some serious pampering. The 
four-star Hotel Zdravilišče, meanwhile, is the older and cheaper of 
the two hotels and caters to a different crowd, mostly people in 
need of rehabilitation. If a more traditional spa experience is what 
you’re after, Hotel Zdravilišče is probably the better option. Laško 
is located roughly 85km east of Ljubljana and 15km south of Celje, 
if you’re without your own transport, all trains from Ljubljana to 
Celje and Maribor stop at the main station.

The well-worn slopes of Vogel at the end of the day,  P. Ingham
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Paradise Spa Obala 2, Portorož, tel. (+386) 56 95 51 
04, paradisespa@h-bernardin.si, www.paradise-spa.
si. An entirely new and utterly luxurious spa facility within 
the Grand Hotel Bernardin, the staff are well versed in all 
the services and soaking spots and there are quite a lot 
including a swimming pool filled with seawater, numerous 
saunas, various types of massage, and even a romantic 
private room with a private hot tub and champagne service. 
QOpen 09:00 - 21:00.

Terme 3000 Kranjčeva 12, Moravske Toplice, tel. 
(+386) 25 12 22 00, fax (+386) 25 48 16 07, info@
terme3000.si, www.terme3000.si. This sprawling com-
plex of swimming pools truly offers every type of water fun. 
The highlight of the spa is its natural “black” water, which is 
a blistering 72 degrees Celsius at the source but thankfully 
cools down to a tolerable 34 degrees in the pools. If the 
black water isn’t hot enough for you, check out the saunas or 
solarium. Not the most stylish or modern spa in Slovenia, but 
Terme 3000 still creates a fun, family atmosphere. Catering 
mostly to German-speaking tourists, most information is 
only in that language, but the staff will do their best to make 
you feel at home. Located about 200km east of Ljubljana in 
the Prekmurje region, it about as far as you can get from the 
capital without leaving the country.

Terme & Wellness Lifeclass Obala 33, Portorož, tel. 
(+386) 56 92 80 11, rec.terme@hoteli-palace.si, www.
lifeclass.net. If you want to unwind after sitting through hours 
of bad throbbing techno music on the beach, you can try this 
spa facility. It has the standard spas, swimming pools, and 
beauty services but the real standout here is theShaktiAy-
urvedicCenter which is dark, cavernous and kitted out with 
numerous large Buddha statues. It is absolutely beautiful and 
about as far away from the beach madness as you can get, 
without going very far. QOpen 07:00 - 21:00.

Terme Čatež Topliška 35, Čatež ob Savi, tel. (+386) 
74 93 50 00, fax (+386) 74 93 50 05, info@terme-
catez.si, www.terme-catez.si. Located in Southeastern 
Slovenia near the town of Brežice - which is one of the 
country’s major centres of wine production - Terme Čatež 
is a well-known wellness, business and recreational cen-
tre, featuring one of the Slovenia’s most impressive water 
parks, which includes the largest indoor thermal pool with 
over 2300m² of surface area. In December they also open 
a large ice skating rink, accompanied of course by stands 
selling mulled wine, hot chocolate and other sweets, as 
well as music. Many special holiday packages are available 
over the Christmas and New Year period, with significant 
family discounts - check their site for the most up-to-date 
offers. Q Daily tickets for the Winter Thermal Riviera 
are €12/15 for children/adults with discounts available 
depending on the time and day. Accommodation at one 
of the complex’s three hotels or 400 apartments ranges 
from €57 - 100 per night.

Terme Radenci Zdraviliško naselje 12, Radenci, 
tel. (+386) 25 20 27 20, fax (+386) 25 20 27 23, 
info@zdravilisce-radenci.si, www.zdravilisce-radenci.
si. Established over 125 years ago near the source of 
a mineral water spring, the Radenci Health Resort has 
since grown into a massive complex with over 1.5 square 
kilometres of pools in all shapes, sizes and temperatures, 
an assortment of health and wellness programs, a modern 
business centre and two hotels to accommodate the 
constant flow of guests. However, if forced to name the 
highlight of our stay, it would likely be a draw between two 
Ayurveda massages, Shiroabhyanga and Padabhyanga 
- we may not be able to pronounce them properly, but 
we’ve never been more blissfully relaxed. To get there, take 
the A5 east from Maribor and look for the exit to Radenci 
after about 50km, then continue about 15km north. Q 
PTHARUFLEGBKDCW

Terme Snovik Snovik 7, Laze v Tuhinju, tel. (+386) 
18 34 41 00, fax (+386) 18 34 41 36, info@terme-sno-
vik.si, www.terme-snovik.si. Tucked into the Kamniško-
Savinjske Alps not far from the ever-popular Velika Planina 
and Krvavec ski resorts, Terme Snovik boasts one of the 
most scenic locations of any spa and wellness centre in 
the country, and is only a short drive north from Ljubljana. 
Their indoor thermal pool is open year-round, and the 
natural healing powers of i ts magnesium and calcium 
rich water has been officially recognised by the Slovenian 
Ministry of Health. During the winter you’re apt to find a 
pick-up hockey game taking place on their natural ice 
rink, and for more adventurous visitors hikes of varying 
degrees of difficulty and lengths can be arranged in the 
surrounding countryside.

Terme SPA Rogaška Zdraviliški Trg 12, Rogaška 
Slatina, tel. (+386) 38 11 20 00, fax (+386) 38 11 
20 12, marketing@terme-rogaska.si, www.terme-ro-
gaska.si. You’ll be hard-pressed to find a more opulent 
place to rest your head anywhere in the country than at 
the Grand Hotel Rogaška - the main attraction of this 400 
year old thermal spa and resort. Although the interior has 
been extensively renovated since it was frequented by 
such Habsburg era notables as Emperor Ferdinand and 
the composer Franz Liszt, it’s obvious that no expense 
was spared in maintaining the original appearance. And 
of course it wouldn’t be a spa without a square kilometre 
of invigorating mineral water pools spread about its im-
maculately kept grounds. It’s located about 40km east 
of Celje, just off route 107. Q PTARUFLEG�
BKDCW

Books
Mladinska Knjiga A-3, Slovenska 29, tel. (+386) 
1241 36 80, konzorcij@mk-trgovina.si, www.mla-
dinska.com. The flagship store of Slovenia’s largest 
book retailer, it has by far the largest selection of English 
language books in the country including a fairly impressive 
travel section. There’s usually at least one table of heavily 
discounted tomes if you’d like to pick up something cheap 
to read and aren’t too picky. They also operate smaller 
shops on seemingly every other street in Ljubljana, which 
mostly stock stationery supplies. QOpen 09:00 - 19:30, 
Sat 09:00 - 13:00. Closed Sun.

Department Stores
Maxi Market B-3, Trg Republike 1, tel. (+386) 14 
76 68 74, www.maxi.si. The quintessential Yugosla-
vian shopping centre experience, dating from 1971 and 
brought slightly up to date but still retaining most of its 
original exterior charm. Maxi Market is perhaps the best 
one-stop-shop experience in the city centre. As well as 
a fairly good selection of clothes shops, i t also has a 
number of other shopping surprises as well as a handful 
of interesting bars and cafés. QOpen 09:00 - 21:00, Sat 
08:00 - 17:00. Closed Sun.
Midas B-2, Ajdovščina 3, tel. (+386) 13 00 46 00, 
info@midas.si, www.midas.si. When Midas opened in 
October 2007 Ljubljana let out a sigh of relief. Finally the 
top international brands were available in Slovenia. Now you 
can find the latest collections from houses such as Giorgio 
Armani, Blumarine and Givenchy to the more fashion collec-
tions of Marc by Marc Jacobs, McQ by Alexander McQueen 
and See by Chloe. In Midas you can fully immerse yourself 
in your favorite brand from underwear, clothes, shoes, bags, 
accessories, sunglasses and perfumes. QOpen 09:00 
- 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 17:00. Closed Sun.

Fashion
Emporium E-2, Letališka 3 (BTC), tel. (+386) 15 
84 48 00, info@emporium.si, www.emporium.si. This 
huge fashion house in the southwest corner of BTC has 
aisle after aisle of name-brand designer clothes for men, 
women and children at discount prices. With well over 100 
different luxury brands to peruse they’ve been thoughtful 
enough to also include a café to rest weary legs and reload 
on caffeine. QOpen 10:00 - 21:00, Sat 09:00 - 20:00, 
Sun 10:00 - 15:00.
Kids Couture A-3, Igriška 6, tel. (+386) 14 25 80 
33/(+386) 41 83 98 91, info@kidscouture-eu.com, 
www.kidscouture-eu.com. Being a baby is no excuse 
for not keeping up with the latest fashion trends. Located 
next to the Drama theatre in the city centre, Ljubljana’s 
foremost retailer of designer kids’ wear carries the newest 
collections from names such as D&G, Armani and Ralph 
Lauren. Their website is Slovene-only, but all items have 
photos so it’s easy enough to navigate even if you haven’t 
mastered the language yet.
Kipling Store B-3, Wolfova 1, tel. (+386) 1251 10 10. 
Fine, mainly leather, goods (luggage, handbags, purses) for 
ladies who lunch. Besides the headline leather there are 
also big print bags, which, as its summer in Slovenia, feature 
something of a nautical theme. QOpen 09:00 - 19:00, Sat 
09:00 - 13:00.
Mandarina Duck B-3, Wolfova ulica 1, tel. (+386) 
1251 10 10. Exquisite handbags and leather goods for the 
glitterati. Look out for the trademark wooden ducks in the 
window: alas they are not for sale. QOpen 09:00 - 19:00, 
Sat 09:00 - 13:00. Closed Sun.Even more relaxing than it looks
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Pot v Danico H-5/6
Ul. Toneta Maleja H/I-6
Mencingerjeva H/I-5/6
Triglavska cesta H/I/J-6, J-7
Savska cesta H/I-5, I-6
Prečna I-6/7
Vodnikova H-6, H/I/J-7
Zoisova ulica H-6/7/8,         G-8
Grajska ulica H/I-7
Majhnova ulica H/I-7, H-8
Pod rebrom H-8, I-7/8
Trg svobode I-7
Na Goričci I/J-7
Ajdovska cesta J-5, I/J-6
Vackova I/J-7
Ob belci J-7
Ul. T. Godca J/K-7
Rožna ulica J-7/8
Cesta na ravne J-8
Pod gozdom K-7/8
Jelovška cesta J/KL-7 J/K-8
Pod Rodico J-5/6

Rečiška cesta A/B/C-1, C-2
Poljšiška A-1
Za žago A-1/2
Razgledna A-1/2/3
Aljaževa A-2
Prisojna A-2
Kolodvorska cesta A-1/2/3, B-1
Triglavska cesta A-1
Za gradom A-2
Valvasorjeva A/B-1
Jamova B-1
Veslaška promenada B/C-2, 

A/B-3
Grajska cesta C/D-2
Koroška cesta B-1
Cesta v vintgar C-1
Partizanska cesta D-1
Poljska pot D-1
Na rebri D-2
Riklijeva D-2
Kidričeva D-2

Cesta svobode D-2, C/D-3, 
B/C-4
Seliška cesta D/E-1/2
Za pecovco D-2
Mladinska cesta D/E-2
Trubar E-2
Črtomirova ulica D/E-2
Grič E-2
Prešernova cesta C/D-1/2, E-2
Želeška D-3
Cankarjeva cesta D/E-3, E-4
Pod stražo C/D-3/4
Planinska E-3
Levstikova E-3
Zagoriška cesta E-2, D/E-3
Naselje Jaka Bernarda E-2/3, 

F-3
Kajuhova E/F-2
Za potokom F-2
Gozdar. F-2
Ul. M. Čopa F-2
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Marella A/B-3, Slovenska 28, tel. (+386) 1426 92 44, 
info@morris.si, www.morris.si. A slightly less expensive 
alternative to its upmarket sister, Max Mara, this spacious 
newly-renovated boutique on the city’s main thoroughfare 
always offers a fresh diversified collection of contemporary 
women’s wear. Mediterranean white is the dominant colour of 
the Spring/Summer ‘09 collection, which hails the triumphant 
return of sophistication while emphasizing the seductive 
powers of simplicity. QOpen 09:00 - 19:30, Sat 09:30 
- 14:00. Closed Sun.
Max Mara B-2, Miklošičeva 6, tel. (+386) 1426 58 80, 
info@morris.si, www.morris.si. Located opposite the Grand 
Hotel Union just steps away from the city’s main square, this 
is the well-known Italian fashion group’s Slovenian flagship. 
Of course elegant Italian-made couture doesn’t come cheap, 
so you might want to start thinking now about how you can 
claim that must-have summer dress as a business expense. 
QOpen 09:00 - 19:30, Sat 09:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun.

Gifts & Souvenirs
Čokoladnica Cukrček B-3, Mestni Trg 11, tel. (+386) 
15 19 92 86, info@benedict.si, www.cukrcek.si. A 
charming, family-run business with three shops in the city, 
Čokoladnica Cukrček has been delighting adults and making 
children happily sick for a decade and a half. Among the 
many fine examples of chocolate for sale include special 
Ljubljana dragons in souvenir wooden boxes, fruit covered in 
chocolate and even chocolate flavoured with salt. QOpen 
09:00 - 20:00, Sun 10:00 - 19:00.
Kraševka B-3, Ciril Metodov Trg 10, tel. (+386) 123 21 
445, info@krasevka.si, www.krasevka.si. ‘Food glorious 
food’ goes the song and you may well find yourself humming 
it as you scan the shelves of this tasty shop. A family-run 
business, Kraševka provides an outlet for local produce 
that until recently was only sold directly from the farmer to 
the passing food-a-phile. It started off specializing in produce 
from the sea but has now expanded to include all manner 
of Slovenian delicacies from pumpkin-seed oil to Tiran wines 
to jams, cheeses, vinegars and dried meats. Catering to the 
inner gourmet lurking in most of us, Kraševka well lives up 
to its mission statement of selling ‘home-made foods that 
are produced with love’. QOpen 09:00 - 19:00, Sat 09:00 
- 15:00. Closed Sun.

Trgovina Ika C-3, Ciril-Metodov Trg 13, tel. (+386) 1 
232 17 43, info@trgovina-ika.si, www.trgovina-ika.si. 
RoIka puts the creativity of local Slovene artists and fashion 
designers in the forefront of its shelves, exhibiting a wonderful 
selection of products such as paintings, ceramics, jewellery 
and fashion. You can pick up great souvenirs here as a lot 
of the products represent the beauty of Ljubljana in artistic 
forms, or if you’re looking for a unique garment or piece of art, 
you’ve come to the right place. QOpen 10:00 - 19:00, Sat 
10:00 - 14:00, 15:00-18:00, Sun 10:00 - 14:00.

Markets
BTC Market J-2, Šmartinska 152, tel. (+386) 1585 14 
56. A classic food produce market, modernised and brought 
up to date by the large BTC group. QOpen 08:00 - 19:00, 
Sat 07:00 - 18:00. Closed Sun.
Central Market (Glavna tržnica) C-3, , tel. (+386) 
1300 12 00. Food and local produce in a covered space and 
an open market square just northeast of the Dragon Bridge.

Shopping centres
BTC City J-2, Šmartinska 152, tel. (+386) 1585 22 22, 
info@btc.si, en.btc-city.com/. The biggest thing of its kind 
in the country, the positively humungous BTC features not only 
some 450 shops selling everything you could possibly imagine, 
but also boasts restaurants galore, bars, a post office, multiplex 
cinema, indoor go-cart racing, a comedy theatre, billiards, vol-
leyball courts, an enormous water park, conference facilities 
and its very own business district housing some of the best 
known local and international companies. There’s free parking 
for more than 8,500 vehicles too, all just a couple of kilometres 
out of the centre of the city in the general direction of Maribor. 
QOpen 09:00 - 20:00. Closed Sun.
Citypark J-2, Šmartinska 152g, tel. (+386) 1587 30 
50, info@citypark.si, www.citypark.si. Ljubljana’s biggest 
shopping centre got a little bit bigger on 26 November, with the 
opening of a new wing - bringing its total store count up to 124. 
Besides the massive variety of stores (every major high street 
brand is here) there is a terrific choice of places to eat: most of 
the restaurants here are far better than your shopping mall aver-
age. There’s parking for all, and so big is this place that even on 
the busiest of weekends it never feels opressively full. QOpen 
09:00 - 21:00, Sat 08:00 - 21:00, Sun 09:00 - 15:00.
Mercator Center Ljubljana H-1, Cesta Ljubljanske 
Brigade 33, tel. (+386) 1513 99 52, info@mercator.si, 
www.mercator.si. A huge, modern shopping centre with 
plenty of underground parking. Find all your favourite shops 
in here plus several restaurants and even some banks. In the 
north of the city, 15 minutes from the centre. QOpen 09:00 
- 21:00, Sun 09:00 - 15:00.

Sports & Recreation
Intersport B-3, Šubičeva 2, tel. (+386) 1242 77 57, www.
intersport.si. Everything you need from table tennis balls to skis. 
QOpen 09:00 - 21:00, Sat 08:00 - 17:00. Closed Sun.
Marina Yachting B-3, Mestni Trg 25, tel. (+386) 590 
38360. Everything, from sou’westers to sweaters, a yachts-
man could need, and a few things he might not. Marina is a 
shop for sailors who actually go sailing; this is Slovenia after 
all, and the whole country appears to own a boat.
Patrick Sport H-2, Celovška cesta 34, tel. (+386) 1439 
10 15. Whether you are skier, you love hiking or any of the 
sport activities that are popular in Slovenia, you should check 
out this specialised store. They concentrate on brands of 
very high quality like the Kelme brand of football apparel and 
Hi-Tech gear for the outdoorsy types. QOpen 09:00 - 19:00, 
Sat 09:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun.
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Finžgarjeva F-2/3
Rožna F-2
Gradnikova F-2
Kumerdej. F-2
Gregorčičeva ulica F-2/3
Ljubljanska cesta E/F-2, D-3, 
F-3 
Koritenska cesta E-2, E/F-3
Jarška E/F-3
Alpska cesta E/F-3
Ribenska cesta E/F-3, F-4
Jelovška E-4
Taleška E-4
Na plani E-3, D/E-4
C. v megre D/E-4
Selska cesta E-4
Na jasi D/E-4
C. gorenj. Odreda C-4
Savska cesta B-4
Prežihova C-4
Mlinska cesta C-4
Kidričeva cesta A-3, A/B-4
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Bohinj 31
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Bohinj Tourism 27
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Boka Pension 37
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Camp Vodenca 38
Castle Bathing 12
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Central Market 46
Chilli 18
Church of the Assumption 25
Citypark 46
Club Stop 24
Daily Bar 36
Devil Bar Caffe 23
Fashion Caffe 23
Fun Rafting 12
Garni Hotel Jadran 16
Garni Penzion Gašperin 32
Golf 14
Golf & Country Club Bled 12
Gostilna, Pizzeria & Brewery 
Gala In 18
Gostilna Avsenik 21
Gostilna Francka pri Hrvatu 35
Gostilna Pri Planincu 21
Gostilna Rupa 35
Gostilna Sovdat 40
Gostišče Erlah 35
Gostišče Vančar 38

Gotour 38
Grajski Pub 1004 23
Grand Hotel Toplice 14
H & M 45
Ham Ham 18
Helia 12
Honeyhouse Bled 26
Hostel pod Voglom 34
Hotel Alp 37
Hotel Kanin 37
IEDC Bled School of 
Management 26
Igloo Village Krvavec 42
Intersport 46
Jelovica 16
Jezero 31
Juliana 19
Kajak Kamp Toni 38
Kamp Korita 38
Kamp Kovač 38
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Kamp Polovnik 38
Kamp Soča 40
Kava Bar Rondo 36
Kava Bar Urška 36
Kavarna 1920 40
Kavarna Park 22
Kipling Store 45
Kobla 36
Kobla Ski Center 30
Kramar 36
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Kraševka 46
Krek 16
Krim 16
Kristal 32
Labod 19
Lake Bled 25
Lake Bohinj 36
Lectar Inn 16
Lectar Inn Museum 25
Lectar Inn Restaurant 22
Leščan 21
Letni Vrt 40
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Marella 46
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Maxi Market 45
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Mulej Farm 17
National 26
Okarina 19
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pod Brezo 34
Okrepčevalnica Štacion 34
Old Cup Bar 24
Oštarija Peglez'n 19
Pac Sports 30
Panorama 19
Paradise Spa 44
Park Hotel Bled 14
Patrick Sport d.o.o. 46
Paviljon Bar 36
Pekarna Planika 18
Peking 18
Pension and Camp Klin 40
Penzion Bohinj 32
Penzion Lukanc 17
Penzion Mayer 17
Penzion Resje 32
Penzion Rožič 34
Penzion Stare 34
Piramida Bar 24
Pizzeria and Spaghetteria Don 
Andro 35
Pizzeria Gallus 21
Planica 43
Planinček Café 22
Pristava Lepena 37
Pub Bled 24
Residence Triglav 32
Restaurant Krek 20
Restaurant Park 20
Restavracija Zoisov Grad 35

Ribno 14
Rikli Restaurant & Pizzeria 20
Rogla 43
Rožič 35
Savica 16
Sitra 26
Ski Hotel 32
Sport4fun 30
Sport Hall Bled 12
Šport Hotel Center 34
St. Martin's Church 25
Stari Vrh 12
Summer Sledding 12
Terme & Wellness Lifeclass 44
Terme 3000 44
Terme Čatež 44
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TIC Bovec 38
TIC Kamnik 42
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Trgovina Ika 46
Triglav Bled 14
Tripič 34, 35
TRI TE D.O.O. - Hertz Rent a car 26
Tropical Kava Bar 22
Trst 16
Union 17, 22
Union Bar 99 24
Velika Planina 43
Vila Bled 16
Vila Bled Restaurant 20
Vila Prešeren 21
Villa Park 31
Villa Prešeren 16
Vinarte Winebar 24
Vinjeta 6
Vogel Ski Centre 30
Waterfall Savica 36
Wellness Živa 12
Youth Hostel Bledec 17
Zlatarna Pavlovski 26
Zlatorog 32
Zlatovčica 34

A sleigh ride in Bled



www.bohinj.si

INTERNATIONAL WILD 

FLOWER FESTIVAL 
May - June

HIKING FESTIVAL

September - October

In Slovenia, in the Alps and in Europe, there is only one Bohinj:
unique, provocatively enchanting, bewilderingly mysterious and incomparable.


